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1.1

Introduction
Kiln furniture

Kiln furniture is widely used for supporting and protecting ceramic products during
firing. Apart from the traditional application areas such as the firing of sanitary ware,
table ware (Figure l.la) and tiles, kiln furniture is also increasingly used for firing
ferrites (Figure l.lb), electrical components, ceramic insulators and structural ceramics [1]. Some typical examples of kiln furniture are presented in Figure 1.2.

(a) Sintering of dinner ware.

(b) Sintering of soft ferrites.

Figure 1.1 Some applications of kiln furniture.

The dimensions of the kiln furniture components range from small products with
a thickness of approximately 8 mm, to large plates of size 1 x 1 m 2 with a thickness
up to 60 mm. Most products have plate-like shapes where the overall dimensions are
much larger than the thickness of the product.
A typical temperature cycle to which the kiln furniture is subjected is in case of
standard firing applications an increase in temperature from 25 °C to 1200 °C in a time
interval of 24 hours. In case of fast firing applications this time interval is reduced to
approximately 1 to 6 hours. The time interval for the cooling down of the products
usually equals the time interval for heating.

2
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(a) Various components.

(b) Plate saggars.

Figure 1.2 Typical kiln furniture.

The kiln furniture components are usually made from refractory ceramics which
should match the following basic requirements:
• Refractoriness. A chemical interaction between the products and the supporting
kiln furniture should be avoided. The refractory ceramics should therefore be
inert towards the products and the environmental conditions in the kiln.
• Thermal shock resistance. In modern firing technology fast firing applications
become more and more important. The resulting rapid temperature changes
should not cause crack formation in the kiln furniture.
• Strength at elevated temperatures. The strength of the material should be retained at the firing temperature. Creep at high temperatures can play an important role and should be avoided.
• Fatigue resistance. The components should retain their properties for many temperature cycles and must therefore be free of fatigue effects.
These requirements result in ceramics materials which are coarse grained and highly
porous. To improve the refractoriness and the resistance to oxidation, oxide materials
such as alumina are often employed.
The knowledge of the mechanica! reliability and resulting service life of kiln furniture
is important for the design of these components. The mechanica! reliability is infiuenced
by several phenomena which decrease the performance of the products. The most
important phenomena are thermal shock, creep, fatigue effects and chemica! reactions.
Crack initiation and propagation due to thermal shock is caused by the repeated
heating and cooling of the products. The thermal stresses due to the transient temperatures are typically an order of magnitude larger than the stresses due to the weight of
the firing products. The second phenomenon to limit the service life of kiln furniture,
is the occurrence of creep at elevated temperatures. Many refractory materials exhibit

lntroduction
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plastic deforrnation at temperatures close to the maximum allowable temperature. This
plastic deformation is usually caused by grain boundary sliding due to the existence
of a glassy phase at the grain boundaries. The amount of creep is highly dependent
upon the temperature. The dependency of creep on the temperature is illustrated in
Figure 1.3 [2] for the material Mulcorit which has a maximum allowable temperature
of 1300 °C.
1290 °C
1280 °C
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Figure 1.3

Deformation of a bar (125x20x15 mm3 ) dependent on time at different
temperatures. The bar is subjected to three-point bending (40 N
central load). After Schins and Van Neerven [2].

In practice the refractory cornponents are used repeatedly and low-cycle fatigue
effects could play a role in the observed service life. Both mechanica! fatigue as well
as chemica! fatigue due to interactions with the environment can occur.
In practice, the observed service life of the refractory components is the result
of a combination of these phenomena. The effects of creep and chemica! reactions
can usually be limited by a proper combination of material design and environrnental
conditions. Thermal shock fracture is, however, always present and a limiting factor
for the choice of kiln furniture. This work will therefore focus on the prediction of
thermal shock resistance of the refractory ceramics.
For predicting the thermal shock resistance of the materials, several simplifications
and assumptions are made in this work. The first simplification is that material properties are assumed temperature-independent. In practice, however, almost all mechanica!
and thermal material properties are more or less temperature-dependent. An example
of such a dependency is the observed increase in bending strength at temperatures close
to the glass temperature of the material, as illustrated in Figure 1.4 for the materials
Alcorit and Mulcorit [2].
Also other properties, such as the linear thermal expansion coefficient and the therrnal conductivity, are known to be dependent upon temperature. Although constant
material properties with temperature are assumed in this work, temperature-dependent
properties can in principle be introduced at a later stage in order to învestigate their influence. The second simplification is the exclusion of any fatigue effects. In the present
modelling no material degradation due to fatigue is taken into consideration. The last
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Figure 1.4

Dependence of bending strength llb on temperature for the materials
Mulcorit and Alcorit. After Schins and Van Neerven [2].

restriction in this work is the limitation to mode I fracture phenomena. This choice is
justified because it is believed that mode 1 fracture is the most occurring crack loading
condition, although mode II, mode III and mixed-mode conditions will also occur in
normal operation conditions.

1. 2

Modelling of thermal shock

A classical description of thermal shock phenomena is based on the assumption of
unstable crack propagation as a result of thermal stresses. In case of extreme thermal
shock the specimen surface is almost immediately reduced to the temperature of the
quenching medium. In that case the critical temperature difference t3..Tc can easily be
derived [3]:
ft(l - v) S
Ea

(1.1)

with
ft
v
E

= tensile strength,
= Poisson ratio,

Young's modulus,
linear thermal expansion coefficient,
S = shape factor dependent upon the geometry.
a

Expression (1.1) can be extended with the Weibull weakest-link theory (4-6] in order
to include the statistical flaw distribution in purely brittle materials [7].
\iVhen, however, the material is highly porous and full with pre-existing microcracks,
crack initiation predicted by equation (1.1), does not result in catastrophic failure
but in stable crack propagation. The investigated refractory ceramics are materials
which exhibit stable crack propagation. Figure 1.5 is an illustration of the stable crack
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propagation by means of a measured force-displacement curve for the kiln furniture
material Alcorit.
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Figure 1.5

Force-crack mouth opening displacement curve for a Single Edged
Notched Beam specimen (200x50x30 rnm3 , a 0 = 0.5) made of Alcorit.

Haaselman [8] was the first to realise that the existence of pre-existing microcracks
in the microstructure of the material can be advantageous with respect to the thermal
shock resistance. He developed a description of thermal shock stability based on the
concept of crack propagation, rather than on crack initiation.
Consider a plate of a brittle material containing N microcracks per unit volume.
The microcracks are of equal length 2l and are uniformly distributed throughout the
material. Interactions between the cracks are neglected and all cracks propagate simultaneously. The total energy Wt per unit volume is the sum of the elastic energy plus the
fracture surface energy of the cracks. Taking into account the effect of the microcracks
on the effective modulus of the material according to Walsh [9], the expression for the
total energy becomes [8]:
2

3(at:.T) E 0 [l
Wt

2(1 - 2v)

+

16(1

2

v )Nl

9(1 - 2v)

3

]-i + 2

1f

Nl2G

'

(1.2)

where E 0 is the Young's modulus of the crack-free material and G the surface energy.
According to Griffith (see chapter 2) crack propagation occurs when
dWt/dl

0.

(1.3)

Substitution of (1.2) in (1.3) results, after rearrangement, in the following expression
for the critical temperature l:.Tc :
2 112
2
3
1fG(l - 2v) ]
[l + 16(1 v )Nl ] [zr112 .
[ 2E0 a 2 (1 v 2 )
9(1 2v)

(1.4)

Equation (1.4) is the significant result obtained by Haaselman and is visualised in
Figure 1.6.
·
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Figure 1.6

Critical temperature difference !::.Te required for crack propagation
according to Hasselman, showing stable and unstable crack length
regions. The arrows indicate unstable crack propagation for initially
short cracks with an overshoot due to the excess of kinetic energy.
After Hasselman [8].

The region of crack instability in Figure 1.6 is bounded by two values for the crack
length. Short cracks in the left part of the figure cause unstable crack propagation
indicated by the arrow. For these short cracks, the strain energy stored in the specimen
is larger than the required energy to create the crack surfaces. The excess of energy
is transferred into kinetic energy, resulting in a final crack length which is even larger,
indicated by the second arrow. Long cracks in the right part of the figure do not acquire
kinetic energy and crack propagation will take place in a quasi-statie manner.
With the presented theory the relative dependency of strength of ceramic materials
upon the temperature difference can be estimated. In Figure 1. 7 the crack length and
corresponding change in strength as dependent upon the severity of thermal shock, are
shown in a schematic way.
From Figures 1.6 and 1. 7 it can be concluded that catastrophic thermal shock
phenomena can be avoided if the initial crack length l 0 in the material is chosen near
the minimum in the crack-stability curve. An important consequence of this approach is
the choice not to prohibit cracking altogether, hut rather to limit the degree of cracking
such that the degradation of strength is minimal. Hasselman also suggested that the
thermal stress damage resistance parameter R"" is an indication for the performance
of refractory materials under extreme thermal shock conditions. This parameter R""
represents the ratio of strain energy stored at fracture and the fracture energy G:

R111'

EG
/l(l-v) ·

(1.5)

The work of Hasselman can, however, only serve as a global indication since it cannot take into account the effects of product geometry and external loading conditions
on the process of crack propagation. Only a qualitative explanation of the observed
decrease in residual strength is obtained. For a more reliable estimation of the thermal
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Dynamic crack
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propagation
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:------.....,...__ propagation

t:i.T;

!::i.T

(a) Crack length.

Figure 1. 7

!::i.T

(b) Strength.

Crack length and strength dependency on the severity of thermal
shock. After Hasselman [8].

shock resistance of actual components, the transient stresses due to the thermal loading and the specific geometry should be combined with a model which describes the
crack initiation and propagation in the material. With such a method a more reliable
prediction for the mechanical reliability of components can be made in a way similar
to recent work of Bahr and co-workers [10-12] and Cotterell et al. [13].
Bahr and co-workers used the Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) theory
(see chapter 2) combined with the transient stress field to describe the occurrence of
single and multiple crack formation in thermally shocked bars. Although the product
geometry and actual loading conditions are taken into account in their work, for refractory ceramics the LEFM theory is not applicable due to the strain-softening material
behaviour. In the work presented by Cotterell a similar approach was followed with
the difference that instead of using the LEFM theory, he employed a crack initiation
and propagation model (the Fictitious Crack (FC) model, see section 2.3) capable of
describing crack propagation in strain-softening materials. Some typical results obtained with this approach are presented in Figure 1.8, showing stable and unstable
crack propagation dependent upon the size of the thermally shocked bars.
The work presented by Cotterell is promising but still has some deficiencies. The
most important question regarding the work of Cotterell, is the validity of the Fictitious Crack model for describing the crack initiation and propagation in the refractory
ceramics. Although the FC model is widely used for modelling fracture in quasi-brittle
materials, numerous other fracture models exist which maybe more suitable for modelling the failure of kiln furniture.
To predict the damage development, a proper mechanical description of the material
behaviour with regard to the occurring fracture processes is necessary. The following
section will indicate the possibilities and diffi.culties in obtaining a model describing
the damage development in refractory ceramics.
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1.3

The normalised strength fh dependent upon the non-dimensional temperature difference D.'Î' according to the LEFM and the FC model.
For large bars (W = 10) unstable crack propagation is predicted in
contrast to small bars which show stable crack propagation. After
Cotterell et al. [13].

Quasi-brittle materials

The refractory ceramics used for the kiln furniture are highly heterogeneous materials
with relative large grains and a high level of porosity (section 4.1). Upon failure,
these materials show crack formation and propagation which cannot be described with
the LEFM theory applicable for purely brittle materials like glasses and monolithic
technical ceramics. This is due to the formation of a so-called 'fracture process zone'
in the wake of the crack tip. In this fracture process zone the crack faces are not
completely stress free as in the LEFM theory, but still have some interaction due to
the bridging and sliding of grains in this region (Figure 1.9).
The size of the process zone, compared with the size of the structure, determines
the influence of the process zone on the overall mechanical properties. In macroscopie
brittle materials the size of the process zone is relatively small so that the influence
of the process zone can be neglected and LEFM is applicable for these materîals. For
quasi-brîttle materials the size of the process zone is relatively large and cannot be
neglected. These materials show a macroscopie quasi-brittle failure behaviour due to
the additional energy dissipation in the process zone (Figure 1.10). The transition
from brittle to quasi-brittle failure behaviour is a combined structural and material
process. Materials which fracture in a quasi-brittle manner for small specimen will
show an increasing brittle behaviour for larger specimen sizes. This phenomenon is
caused by the changing ratio of inelastic deformation in the process zone versus the
elastic deformation in the remaining part of the structure. The force-displacement
curves in Figure 1.10 are therefore also dependent upon the gauge length over which
the displacement is measured. A decreasing gauge length increases the influence of
the process zone on the measured displacements and will result in a force-displacement
curve which shows amore stable response.
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traction-free crack

bridging zone

microcracking '
zone
:

fracture process zone
crack
Figure 1.9

Discrete crack with crack bridging and microcracking in the process
zone.

quasi-brittle

displacement
Figure 1.10

Macroscopie brittle behaviour versus quasi-brittle behaviour. A
purely brittle material shows unstable crack propagation at crack
initiation. The snap-back response of the purely brittle material can
only be captured in deformation control with a sophisticated closed
loop (hydraulic) system which can decrease the applied deformation.
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An important observation accompanying progressive damage development in quasibrittle materials is the decrease in load carrying capacity after peak load. This results
in a so-called 'strain-softening' material behaviour where an increase in strain is accompanied by a decrease in stress.
Examples of quasi-brittle materials are coarse grained ceramics, concrete, rock and
certain types of polymers. The numerical models developed for the modelling of damage
growth and material degeneration in quasi-brittle materials, are investigated in this
thesis.
The approach towards the mechanical description of the material properties can
take place at different levels of modelling. A distinction is made between modelling on
micro-level, meso-level and macro-level (Figure 1.11).

cr
(a) micro-level

(b) meso-level

(c) macrolevel

Figure 1.11 Different levels of modelling

On micro-level all the individual molecules and atoms are modelled and failure
takes place through breaking of atomie honds as a result of local stresses and the
infiuence of the atmosphere. Due to the complexity of micro-scale modelling and the
large difference between the scale of modelling and the actual size of the structure, this
approach is seldom used for the analysis of true components. Modelling on a larger
scale uses the meso-level, where the global microstructure of the rnaterial is taken into
account by describing the individual components such as grains, second-phase material
and pores in the material. These components are assumed to behave like a continuum
and failure takes place at the interface between the individual cornponents. Especially
in the field of composites, inodelling on meso-scale has received much attention in
the last decade. At the macro-level, the material is modelled as a continuum and
the constitutive behaviour is described through a universa] macroscopie stress-strain
relationship according to the classical continuum mechanics [14].
Although modelling at micro-level or meso-level results in a better description and
understanding of the material behaviour, for engineering purposes the macroscopie
description is preferred because of its relatively simple formulation and the availability
of Finite Element Methods based on the classical continuum mechanics description.
These macroscopie models are, however, in most cases based upon empirica! relations
and their relation with the microstructure of the material is usually not clear.
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In order to include the meso-scale in the macroscopie model a hornogenisation
procedure must be performed [15-17J. In this homogenisation procedure a macroscopie
description of the material with a unique relation between the macroscopie strains and
stresses is determined using the modelling on meso-scale. Important in homogenisation
techniques is the existence of a representative volume element (RVE) of the material
which represents all the relevant physical properties of the material. The size of this
representative volume is determined by the size of the individual components of the
microstructure. For the homogenisation procedure to be successful it is necessary that
the ratio between the scales of the meso-level and the macro-level is sufficiently small.
For strain-softening materials the damage can localise in a small volume approximately a few times the size of a single grain [18]. This results in an insufficiently small
ratio between the meso-scale and the macro-scale. This problem is shown schematically
in Figure 1.12 where the representative volume element (RVE) is illustrated together
with the homogenisation volume in case of a sufficient large ratio (Figure l.12a) and
in case of strain-softening materials (Figure l.12b).

crack

process zone

RVE

(a) normal homogenisation

(b) strain-softening materials

Figure 1.12 Ratio between the RVE and the homogenisation volume.

Due to the fact that the RVE in strain-softening materials is approximately the same
size as the volume whieh should be homogenised (the process zone), the homogenisation
techniques give an incorrect description of the material behaviour. Describing quasibrittle materials with a classical continuum mechanica} model is therefore impossible
due to this strain localisation. From simple one-dirnensional analysis of continuum
mechanica} models irnplementing strain-softening behaviour, it can be seen that this
assurnption leads to physical non-realistie solutions [19, 20].
A possible solution to prohibit these physical non-realistic results is to abandon
the principle of local action and to allow long-range effects to take place. Several attempts to introduce long-range effects in the constitutive equations have shown that
these methods can result in valid solutions. One of the first methods which incorporate long-range effects are the nonlocal damage models where averages of the stresses
or strains over a certain volume are introduced in the constitutive equations [21-24].
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The nonlocal damage models result in a proper description of the damage development in quasi-brittle materials but suffer from numerical difficulties due to the difficult implementation in the standard Finite Element Method (FEM). A slightly different approach is to incorporate partial derivatives of the stress or strain tensor in
the constitutive equations. This results in the so-called gradient-dependent damage
models [20, 25, 26]. The major advantage of gradient dependent models over nonlocal
models is the straightforward implementation in standard FEM codes.

1.4

Objectives and outline

From the overview presented in this chapter the objectives of this work have already
become dear. Different fracture models will be investigated upon their ability to descrihe the crack initiation and propagation in the coarse grained refractory ceramics.
With the resulting fracture model the thermal shock resistance of the refractory ceraruics will be predicted. A combined experimental-numerical procedure will be employed
in order to obtain a valid description of the material behaviour.
In the next chapter, different fracture mechanica! models will be discussed, starting
with the initial framework of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics and ending with the
order continuum damage models such as the nonlocal and gradient-dependent
damage models.
The different experimental procedures used to characterise the investigated materials will be the subject of chapter 3. A distinction will be made between the microstructural description of the materials and the experiments performed to study the
deformation and failure behaviour. The experimental results will be presented and
discussed in chapter 4.
In chapter 5 the existing fracture models discussed in chapter 2, will be examined
on their ability to describe the observed size effect in the nominal strength. Based on
the comparison of the obtained numerical results with the experimental results, the
Fictitious Crack model is chosen for further evaluation.
The procedure to estimate the parameters required for the Fictitious Crack model
is presented in chapter 6. An efficient implementation of the FC model in the Finite
Element Method will be introduced making it possible to estimate the parameters
using a least-squares minimisation procedure. A comparison between the predicted
numerical values and the measured response indicates that an extension to the FC
model is required for a correct description of the material behaviour.
A new model, the Gradient Enhanced Fictitious Crack (GEFC) model, will be
introduced and evaluated in chapter 7. The required parameters are estimated using
the procedure descrihed in chapter 6.
In chapter 8 the GEFC model will be employed for predicting the thermal shock
resistance of the refractory ceramics. A comparison is made between the experimental
and predicted response to thermal shock.
Finally in chapter 9 conclusions and final remarks regarding the presented and
future work are given.
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Fracture models for
quasi-brittle materials

In this chapter different models described in the literature for modelling fracture in
brittle and quasi-brittle materials are discussed. These models emanate from two different fields of research, the fracture mechanics of ceramics and the fracture mechanics
of concrete. The first two sections will focus on the Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
(LEFM) theory and alternative models derived from LEFM which incorporate material
non-linear effects . The third section will discuss the Fictitious Crack model which has
been developed for describing localised damage in concrete using the Finite Element
Method (FEM). Models which describe damage as a distributed phenomenon using
Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) will be the subject of the fourth section. A
summary of the advantages and disadvantages of the different models will be given in
the last section.

2.1
2.1.1

Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
Energy balance according to Griffith

Although the field of fracture mechanics has mainly been developed in the last four
decades, the start was already made in 1921 with the work of Griflith [l]. He formulated
basic equations for the criteria for crack propagation based upon global energy balance
laws. The assumption was that a crack would propagate, if the release of elastic energy
in the neighbourhood of the crack was larger than the surface energy required to create
the new crack surfaces. This leads to the following equation:
dUe

dUi

da

da

---

dUa

(2.1)

with:
dUe work done by external forces,
dU; = change of the internal elastic energy,
dUa increase of surface energy,
da = crack extension.
The left side of eqnation (2.1) is known as the energy release rate G, and the right side
as the crack resistance parameter R. For linear elastic materials R equals twice the
surface energy 'Y of the material, R = 2"(. In practice this crack resistance parameter
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R is much larger than the value based solely upon the surface energy, due to the
existence of dissipation mechanisms on meso-level such as bridging, microcracking and
phase transformation. The parameter R is assumed to be a material parameter and is
usually determined from experimental results.

2.1.2

Stress intensity factors

The essence of the energy criterion of the previous section is that it emanates from an
observation of the global state of the structure. A different approach was followed by
Irwin [2], who considered the local stress state around a crack tip as a crack propagation
criterion. A crack in a structure can be loaded in three different basic modes as
illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Mode 1: Opening

Mode Il: Sliding

Mode III: Tearing

Figure 2.1 The three modes of cracking.

For a crack of length 2a loaded in mode I under a remote external stress
elastic stress field around the crack tip equals:

O',

the

(2.2)
with:

= components of the Cauchy stress tensor i = 1, 2, 3,
r, (} = polar coordinates emanating from the crack tip,
O'ij

hi = non-dimensional function only dependent upon (},
and the stress intensity factor for mode I, K1, defined as:
(2.3)
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The stress intensity factor fully determines the magnitude of the stress field at the
crack tip and is dependent upon geometry and loading. The formulation of I<1 in
equation (2.3) is valid for an infinite plate. A more general expression for the stress
intensity factor is
(2.4)
with er a characteristic, geometry dependent measure for the stress state, a the relative
crack length and Y (n) a geometrical function. For mode II and mode III similar
expressions for the stress intensity factors I<u and I<rn can be formulated.
The stress intensity criterion states that the crack will propagate if the stress intensity factor exceeds a critical value Kc. This parameter I<c is a mate.rial parameter
and is known as the fracture toughness of the material. Several different methods exist
for experimental determination of this material property [3].
Comparing the energy approach according to Griffith and the stress approach of
Irwin, it can be shown that for linear elastic materials this leads to the following
relation for two-dimensional analysis between the fracture toughness I<c and the crack
resistance R [4]:

Kc2 =R
E

for plane stress,

(2.5)

for plane strain.

(2.6)

2

E

=R

According to the LEFM theory the stresses Cl;j near the crack tip (r = 0) are
infinite (equation (2.2)). In practice this cannot occur due to the limited strength of
the material which always results in a small non-linear zone in front of the crack tip. For
brittle materials the size of this non-linear zone is very small compared to the size of the
structure, and the stress field is therefore described sufficiently by equation (2.2). For
these materials, such as glasses and high strength technica! ceramics, the LEFM theory
is valid for the specimen sizes normally used. However, when the size of the non-linear
zone becomes relatively large, as is the case for quasi-brittle materials, the standard
LEFM theory is no longer valid. Several attempts have been made to incorporate these
non-linear effects in a theory based upon LEFM, resulting in the so-called Non-linear
Fracture Mechanics (NLFM) models. In the next section, the two most important
NLFM models will be discussed.

2.2
2.2.1

Non-linear fracture models based on stress intensity
factors
Plastic zone size correction

According to linear elasticity, a stress singularity exists at the crack tip. No material
can, however, carry infi.nite stresses, and in practice a non-linear zone with finite stresses
in front of the crack tip will form. ;For metals plastic deformation will occur resulting in
the development of a plastic zone. To make an estimate of the influence of this plastic
zone on the stress intensity factor, the approximate size of the plastic zone must be
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Figure 2.2 Dugdale-Barenblatt effective crack.

known. Dugdale [5] and Barenblatt [6] followed independently from each other a similar
approach to find the extent of the plastic zone in case of mode I loading.
These authors stated that, due to existence of plasticity, the crack behaves as if it
were langer than its physical size. The existence of a crack tip plastic zone results in
larger displacements and lower stiffness than in the purely elastic case. An effective
crack length can be defined with which a LEFM analysis can be perforrned and which
incorporates the existence of a plastic zone. In the Dugdale-Barenblatt approach the
crack edges, of length p, in front of the physical crack carry the yield stress <Yys of
the material (Figure 2.2). These stresses tend to close the crack and give a negative
contribution to the value for the stress intensity at point a + p.
The size of p is now chosen in such a way that the stress singularity at the crack
tip a + p disappears. The sum of the stress intensity due to the external loading, K",
and the stress intensity due to the plastic zone, K"•s, should equal zero:
(2.7)
Evaluating equation (2.7) results in the following expression for the plastic zone size [4]:
p=

(2.8)

With the estimate for the plastic zone size p a correction can be made for the stress
intensity factor K [4].
Several other plastic zone corrections have been suggested by other researchers.
Employing a plastic zone correction is only valid for small scale yielding (SSY) where
the size of the plastic zone is small compared to the size of the crack. For yielding at
a larger scale the linear elastic expressions for K are no langer valid.
2.2.2

R-curve behaviour

According to LEFM a crack will propagate catastrophically when the stress intensity
factor K exceeds the fracture toughness Kc. Quasi-brittle materials show, however, a
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stable crack propagation due to the toughening mechanisms mentioned in chapter l.
In a crack growth experiment this means that after reaching a critical value Ko for the
stress intensity factor, for further crack propagation Liu an additional increase of the
stress intensity factor is required. This increase of fracture resistance can be described
by the so-called R-curve concept. According to the definition of the R-curve, crack
propagation at a certain point c will occur when the following criteria are satisfied:
(2.9)
(2.10)

In the literature there is often confusion whether the R-curve is based on the fracture
energy and energy release rates, or on stress intensity factors. In this work the curve
based on energy release rates will be denoted as a R-curve and the curve based on
stress intensity factors as a Kwcurve. Both representations are in principle identical
and can be transformed into each other with the use of equations (2.5) and (2.6).
Figure 2.3a shows a schematically representation of a typical KR-curve. In Figure 2.3b
the measured R-curves for aluminas with different grain sizes are presented as measured
by Steinbrech et al. [7].
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and varying grain size DA. After Steinbrech et al. [7].

Figure 2.3 Theoretical and measured R-curves.

The R-curve concept has been mainly applied to ceramics which show a pronounced
R-curve behaviour [8, 9], in particular to phase transformation-toughened and fibrereinforced ceramics. The use of a R-curve model for describing crack growth can be
seen as an extension to the LEFM theory. This is also the major advantage of this
model, because concepts developed for LEFM can be applied for quasi-brittle materials
with only minor adjustments. The R Lia curve of Figure 2.3 must be experimentally
determined and should be a material property. Several methods have been suggested
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for measuring this curve [10-12]. The major difficulty in these procedures is the determination of the crack extension ~a. Especially for coarse grained porous materials
like refractory ceramics, the determination of the position of the crack tip is extremely
difficult.
A deficiency of the R-curve concept is the fact that various crack growth studies [1315] have revealed that the measured R-curve is not a material constant. The shape of
the R-curve and the increase in crack resistance are significantly influenced by crack
and testing geometries. For comparison of the fracture resistance behaviour of different
materials only R-curves measured with identical testing geometries may be compared.

2.3

The Fictitious Crack model

To incorporate the existence of a process zone in the constitutive material behaviour
a possible choice is the use of the Fictitious Crack (FC) model. This model is inspired
upon the Dugdale-Barenblatt model discussed in paragraph 2.2.l and was originally
developed by Hillerborg et al. [16] for describing crack propagation in concrete structures. In the literature the FC model is also known as the Cohesive Crack model or
Cohesive Surface model [17-19].
The FC model describes the fracture as a line crack but introduces an additional
constitutive relation for modelling the existence of a process zone near the crack tip.
The difference with the Dugdale-Barenblatt model is that the stresses in the process
zone do not equal the yield stress but are coupled to the crack opening. Figure 2.4 is
a graphical illustration of the resulting situation.
y

•

x

_:_·--~lin<a• ""''"
process-zone

Figure 2.4 Geometry of crack with process zone

For two-dimensional modelling of crack propagation the bridging stresses are divided into stresses Un normal to the crack face, and shear. stresses T perpendicular
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to the crack face. The relation between the tractions t = [an r]T and the relative
displacements D.u = [un u,]T across the crack faces is defined as:
Dnn
[ Ü

0 ] [Un] .

Dss

U,

(2.11)

Due to the uncoupling of the normal and tangential stresses and displacements, for
mode I crack propagation only the normal stress an and crack opening Un are relevant.
For mode I failure the stresses O"n along the crack faces are solely dependent upon the
crack opening Un perpendicular to the crack direction. The constitutive behaviour of a
point along the crack path is defined by the stress-crack opening displacement relation
or softening curve O"n = Dnn( un)Un· The shape of this O"n Un relation is a material
property. Some typical examples of such softening curves are illustrated in Figure 2.5.

- - linear
- - - bi-linear
· Dugdale
1

1
1

1
1

- -

-l

1
o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

0

Figure 2.5 Nominal stress-crack opening constitutive relation.

The bridging stress in Figure 2.5 starts at the initia! stress fti usually the tensile
strength of the material, and descends to zero at the critica! crack opening Ucr· Each
point along the crack line follows the stress-crack opening relation. The area under
this curve equals the fracture energy G f of the material:
(2.12)
The value of the fracture energy G1 is a constant material property and equals the
Work-Of-Fracture ( WOF) which is calculated from the total energy required to fracture
the specimen divided by the fracture surface A:

(2.13)
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with P the load applied to the specimen and u the associated displacement. Caution
should be taken not to mistake the fracture energy G 1 of the FC models with the energy
release rate G of the LEFM theory. As will be shown in section 6.6 (Figure 6.13) these
two quantities are equal only when the process zone in the FC model is fully developed
and remains equal in length. If the length of the process zone changès, the energy
release ra te G will also change in contrast to the fracture energy G1 which remains
constant. As a result of specifying a tensile strength in the FC model, the stress
singularity at the crack tip disappears. A different implementation of the FC model,
more based on evaluating stress intensity factors, uses this property by specifying for
the stress intensity Ktip at the crack tip

Ktip =KO'+ Kor= 0

(2.14)

with KO' the stress intensity due to the external loading and Kbr the stress intensity
due to the bridging stresses. Alternatively it has been suggested [19] to replace this
criterion for crack propagation by

Ktip = K,.,

+ Kbr = Kc .

(2.15)

In this way a stress singularity is introduced at the crack tip. The constitutive behaviour an - Un in the process zone remains the same.
With the Fictitious Crack model a typical behaviour of a uniaxial tensile test is
illustrated in Figure 2.6. After crack initiation at the tensile strength ft, the (bridging)
·stress decreases with increasing crack opening according to the an - ·un relationship.

u
Figure 2.6

2.4

Uniaxial tensile test. Linear elastic increase in stress until the tensile strength ft. Further deformation results in a softening behaviour
where the area under the stress-displacement diagram equals the fracture energy G t.

Fracture models incorporating distributed damage

The fracture models discussed in the previous sections all describe the phenomenon
of damage as localised in a line crack. Quasi-brittle materials can exhibit, however,
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progressive damage development through distributed cracking. Especially if the size
of the grains in the material is relative large compared ·to the size of the structure,
damage initially covers a substantial volume and localises only after further damage
development.
Damage models which can describe this distributed damage are usually based upon
the classica! continuum mechanics of linear elasticity. As discussed in chapter 1 these
models must incorporate certain additional material length parameter(s) to regularise
the strain-localisation. In this section several damage models which are based upon the
Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) model [20-22] are întroduced. Although the
initial standard CDM model does not incorporate additional material length parameters in the constitutive equations and consequently suffers from strain localisation, this
model will be first discussed because it is the basis for all the other models.

2.4.1

Continuum damage mechanics based models

Continuum Damage Mechanics models have been introduced for describing progressive
degradation of the mechanica! properties of materials due to the formation and growth
of microdefects. In the late 50's, Kachanov [23] was the first to introduce the damage
concept to model fracture in creep. Later, damage concepts were also developed for
modelling fatigue, creep and ductile failure. More recently the CDM was applied to
model fracture of strain-softening materials such as concrete, rock and ceramics.
Continuum damage theories are based on the thermodynamics of irreversible processes and the internal state variable theory. For isotropic darnage it is often assurned that the Poisson ratio 11 is not influenced by the damage process and only the
Young's modulus decreases with increasing damage [24]. As a consequence of this
choice, isotropic damage processes can be represented by only one scalar damage variable D. For the representation of anisotropic damage development the use of second or
fourth order tensors is necessary for a correct description of the damage development.
The original interpretation of the damage parameters was related to the observation of local deterioration of the material through the concept of effective stresses.
Microstructural investigations could be used for the identification and quantification of
these damage parameters. A couple of researchers have developed physically motivated
CDM models for microcracking solids by analytically evaluating the influence of the
microcracks on the effective elastic moduli of the material [25, 26]. In genera!, however,
these parameters are nowadays not directly related to microstructural observations
hut present a phenomenological description of the material degradation. Macroscopie
observations of the strain-softening process quantify the local damage parameters.
According to the classical CDM approach, applying the principle of effective stresses
leads to the constitutive relationship [20]:

u

(1'- D)He

(2.16)

with u the second order stress tensor, e the second order strain tensor and H the fourth
order Hooke's elasticity tensor. In relationship (2.16) isotropic damage is assumed
which is characterised through the scalar damage variable D. The product (1 D)H
can be considered as the effective elasticity tensor where D 0 represents undamaged
materials and D = 1 characterises a complete loss of stiffness.
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The evolution of the damage variable D is usually related toa characteristic measure
of the deformation. For isotropic damage this measure is often a damage equivalent
strain E:eq representing strain fields which cause the same level of degradation of the
materiaL There are several alternatives for the definition of E:eq, weighing the strain
components €ij differently. The proper definition depends on the characteristics of the
material investigated.
Conform the theory of irreversible thermodynamics the internal damage state variable D is a monotonically increasing scalar. Therefore the damage evolution is coupled
to a non-decreasing threshold value K according to:

. {>

if €eq
else,

- 0
0

D=

K

and

ieq

> 0,

(2.17)

with
k

{Ê:eq
Ü

if ê.eq =
if E:eq <

K,

(2.18)

K,

where the dot denotes the time derivative.
The threshold K represents a damage surface in strain space. Usually an initial
threshold value x:o is introduced defining the onset of damage initiation.
The actual value for the damage is determined by the damage evolution law which
couples the damage D to the threshold parameter K. Several choices can be made
for the damage evolution law D(K) depending on the type of material investigated.
For simplicity the damage evolution law emanating from the use of a one-dimensional
linear softening stress-strain relation will be employed. This relationship is illustrated
in Figure 2.7 where E denotes the undamaged Young's modulus of the material.

ft

--------

~
b

:V

D)E
11:0

e

/\:c

Figure 2. 7 Linear softening one-dimensional stress-strain relation.
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The stress-strain relation of Figure 2. 7 yields the following damage evolution law:

:5 Ko,
if Ko < K :5 Kei

if K

if

K

>

(2.19)

Kc.

with Ko and Kc the initial and the critica! values of K, respectively.
With equations (2.16) until (2.19) the framework of the local continuum damage
mechanics has been defined. As stated earlier this model suffers from extreme strainlocalisation resulting in mesh-dependency for the numerical solutions. In the following
sections several methods to regularise the strain localisation will be introduced.
2.4.2

The Adapted Local CDM model

As mentioned in chapter 1, the width of the localisation zone in quasi-brittle solids is
assumed to be a material property, approximately several times the grain size. Bafant
already used this principle in his crack band model [27] where the crack is modelled as
a propagating crack band with a predefined width w. With the assumption that the
stress across the crack band is constant, the energy consumed per unit crack surface,
the fracture energy G1 , can be written as:
e=e:c

G1

=w

jade.

(2.20)

e=O

If the particular formulation of the damage evolution law defined by equation (2 .19) is
adopted, it can be easily shown that equation 2.20 simplifies to:

(2.21)
The implementation of the original crack band model in finite element calculations
require constant stress elements with a size equal to the physical size w. This approach
poses therefore restrictions to the spatial discretisation.
This problem can be avoided if the principle that the crack band width must equal
the physical value w is abandoned. Mesh-dependent damage parameters in the Adapted
Local CDM (ALCDM) model are introduced in such a way that the fracture energy
remains constant with mesh refinement [28-30]. From equation (2.21) it can readily be
seen that a constant fracture energy with mesh refinement can be achieved if the critica}
value Kc in equation (2.19) is replaced at element level with a rneshsize-dependent
parameter kc:
w

2G 1
fthe.

(2.22)

The parameter he is a rneasure which is related to the element size used. For onedirnensional analysis this parameter equals the length of an element. In case of twodimensional analysis, square elements should be used so that the length parameter he
equals JA: with Ae the size of the element surface.
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Advantages of the presented method are the conceptual simplicity and the straightforward implementation in standard finite element codes. However, due to the manipulation of the material properties the local deformations are not described in a correct
manner. Furthermore, the choice of a correct definition for the element length parameter he in case of arbitrary chosen two-dimensional elements is not clear, resulting in
dependency of the calculations on the element type and mesh orientation. Choosing a
different softening curve as the linear one can also resulnn complex and questionable
expressions for equation (2.22).

2.4.3

The Nonlocal CDM model

To avoid strain localisation and mesh-dependent results in case of strain-softening,
several authors [31-34] introduced nonlocality in the damage evolution law. The main
idea of the nonlocal approach is to partially abandon the principle of local action,
which states that the stress in a material point is only dependent on the deformation
history of that point. The first atternpts to develop such a theory were based on a
complete nonlocal continuum framework [35-37] where also the linear elastic material
behaviour was nonlocal. This approach had some practical disadvantages due to the
fact that the behaviour was always nonlocal and that certain zero-energy modes had
to be avoided [36].
In the more recent nonlocal approaches in the field of continuum darnage rnechanics
only the state variable describing the darnage is considered nonlocal. The variables
describing the elastic response of the rnaterial are defined in a classical local way.
The nonlocal internal darnage variable D is a..'!surned to be dependent on the strain
and strain history of a finite volume surrounding the rnaterial point. For the sake of
sirnplicity, attention will again be restricted to isotropic damage. The basic ideas are,
however, also applicable for anisotropic damage.
The constitutive relationship for softening materials with nonlocal darnage equals
(cornpare with equation (2.16)):

u=(l-D)He

(2.23)

with D denoting the nonlocal isotropic damage variable.
The nonlocality of D is usually introduced by defining an average equivalent strain

1::\
fvw(Ç;dV

J ..

..

w(Ç}:eq(x + Ç)dV

~

j w({)Eeq(X' + {)dV,
v

v

and coupling the history parameter
k

K

(2.24)

to this quantity:

{keq if
0

if

<K.

(2.25)

The size of volume Vr is a rnaterial property in which a characteristic length parameter À is incorporated. Previous research [31, 38] has shown that simulations carried
out with the rnethod regularises the strain localisation. The width of the localisation
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zone was not determined by the spatial discretisation but by the choice of the internal
material length scale >..
Several possible choices can be made for the weight function appearing in equation (2.24). An often used
function is the Gaussian function which shows a
smoothly decaying weight with increasing distance from the centre:

~
w(Ç) = e

-('.'.ill)2

(2.26)

>.

where n: is a control parameter. For a two-dimensional configuration usually n: = 2 is
chosen [32].
Due to the spatial averaging some disadvantages arise which can diminish the usefulness of the nonlocal CDM model. The first problem is the implementation of the
nonlocal concept in the standard FE codes. Because standard FE codes are based upon
the principle of local action it is difficult to derive a consistent tangential operator for
use in the numerical iterative process. Using an inconsistent tangential operator results
in slow convergence rates and a dramatic increase in required calculation time. The
second problem is the requirement of a special treatment of material points located at
the boundary or so close to it that a part of the volume Vr is outside the boundary.
From a conceptual point it is not yet clear what the proper treatment of the points
in this boundary layer is. An often used approach is to exclude the part V* of the
representative volume V,. which is outside the body from equation (2.24):

j

= V,. ~ V*

w(Ê)eeq(X + {)dV.

(2.27)

V-V*

Another possible choice for the boundary conditions is the employment of the natural
boundary condition which is more consistent with the formulation of gradient damage
discussed in the next section:
(2.28)

flteq·n=O

where iï denotes the external unit vector normal to the outer edge.
2.4.4

The Gradient Enhanced CDM model

To overcome the previously mentioned disadvantages of the nonlocal CDM model,
the gradient damage formulation has been developed. A gradient formulation can
be derived from the nonlocal formulation as shown by [39-41] using a Taylor series
expansion of the nonlocal equivalent strain. For the sake of simplicity the expansion of
will be considered:
the one-dimensional expression for the nonlocal equivalent strain
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Substituting equation (2.29) in (2.24) yields:
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with S the line coordinate. Fora symmetrical weighing function w(Ç), equation (2.30)
can be simplified to:
(2.31)
with c and d two rnaterial dependent length parameters. Neglecting the higher order
terms leads to the following definition for the nonlocal equivalent strain:
(2.32)
or in a more general formulation valid for three-dimensional space
(2.33)
with \7 2 the second order gradient operator.
An important deficiency of employing expression (2.33) is that for numerical analysis with the finite element method, the employment of elements with a C1-continuity is
necessary [39, 42]. This requirement poses a major disadvantage especially for two- or
three-dimensional analyses due to resulting increase in degrees of freedom. Peerlings
et al. [41] avoided this problem by showing that equation (2.33) can be rearranged into
a slightly different formulation:
(2.34)
With the use of equation (2.34) the nonlocal equivalent strain Ë'eq can be treated as
an independent variable which can be determined independently from the equilibrium
equation [41]. This procedure leads to an additional set of equations which has to be
solved. The advantage is that only the standard c0 continuity is required for the finite
elements.
A sirnilarity with the nonlocal CDM model of the previous section is the difficulty
of the treatment of the edges of the construction. Due to the use of the second-order
differential equation (2.34), additional boundary conditions have to be specified at
these edges. At the moment there is not yet a correct physical interpretation of the
possible choices for these boundary conditions. An often used choice is the natura!
boundary condition

·n= o

(2.35)

where n denotes the external unit vector normal.to the outer edge.
Geers [43] has recently made an extensive survey on the nurnerical response of
GECDM models. This research identified some deficiencies of the regular formulation
of the GECDM model, and alternative formulations introducing a non-constant gradient parameter c were postulated. Promising results were obtained modelling crack
propagation in fibre-reinforced polypropylene employing a (modified) GECDM model.
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Summary

An important distinction can be made between the models describing loc.alised damage
and the models describing distributed damage. A choice between those two approaches
should be based on the material characteristics and the size of the structure under investigation. From a material point of view it is likely that damage development initially
starts as distributed damage and localises toa line crack during further fracture.
From a numerical point of view the choice between a localised or a distributed
damage model results in different approaches. The most common method of performing
numerical analysis is the Finite Element Method (FEM). In the FEM the variables such
as displacernent or temperature are described as continuous field parameters. The use
of a model describing continuous damage is therefore favourable when employing the
FEM due to the analogy in modelling. For describing localised damage special care
should be taken in order to describe the discontinuity of the displacement. An often
followed approach is to represent the crack path with interface elements which are
placed between the continuum elements. A disadvantage of this method is the fact
that a crack can only form along those interface elements. For the analyses of arbitrary
crack paths the use of sophisticated techniques such as remeshing techniques [44, 45]
or Element-Free-Galerkin methods [46, 47] are required.
The employment of stress intensity factors based fracture models such as the LEFM
theory and the R-curve concept is for standardised geometries straightforward, due to
the existence of normalised functions associated with these geometries. For arbitrary
geometries and loading conditions where the use of nµmerical methods such as the
FEM or the Boundary Element Method (BEM) is required, the determination of the
stress intensity factors is not so easy. These restrictions often result in the fracture
analysis of standard testing geometries only.
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Experimental procedures

Different refractory ceramics used as kiln furniture are examined on their microstructural characteristics and mechanical behaviour. In this chapter the different techniques,
used to determine these essential properties, are described.

3.1

Material characterisation: microstructure

The four different materials examined, made by Sphinx Technical Ceramics, Maastricht, The Netherlands, are named Teoxit, Leoxit, Alcorit and Ticorit. The materials
have in common that they are designed to operate at elevated temperatures and to
have a good thermal shock resistance. These requirements result in highly porous materials with a low thermal expansion coefficient and a low Young's modulus according
to Hasselman's theory (chapter 1).
3.1.1

Preparation techniques

Due to the high level of porosity it is difficult to prepare useful specimens for microstructural investigation. To distinguish the pores in the material, the specimens are
impregnated with a dye resin using a vacuum technique. Two different techniques for
the visualisation of the microstructure of these impregnated specimens are applied.
The first technique uses the petrographic method [l], frequently applied in the
geological community for observing the microstructure of rocks. Thin slices ( < 0.3
mm) of the material with dimensions of approximately 10 x 20 mm2 , are obtained
from the impregnated specimen by grinding. With an optica! polarising microscope
the microstructure can be visualised. Polarisation techniques can identify the different
phases present in the material. With the petrographic technique the pores are clearly
distinguishable from the grains in the material due to the colour of the resin.
In the second technique the specimen is embedded in an epoxy resin and subsequently ground and polished in order to get a polished, mirror-like surface. These
surfaces can then be examined with an optical microscope, or, after deposition of a
thin gold layer on the specimen surface, in the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).
3.1.2

Microstructural analysis

The micrographs of the materials obtained with the procedures described in the previous section, are scanned and subsequently analysed using (semi-)automated digital
image processing. The scanned images consist of 256 x 256 grey-level pixels. For the
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microstructural analysis these images are digitised resulting in black-and-white images
where only the relevant features, for example the large grains, are visible.
With conventional stereological techniques [2] the microstructure can be analysed
using the digitised image. Typical results from this analysis are the mean linear intercept length and the mean free path of the grains in the microstructure. The results of
the microstructural analysis are presented in section 4.1.2.

3.2

Material characterisation: mechanical properties

In order to investigate the fracture behaviour of the materials several mechanica! tests

were conducted.
3.2.1

Mode 1 fracture tests

Two mode 1 experiments have been set up to evaluate crack growth in refractory
ceramics. These experiments use the well-known single edge notched beam (SENB) and
the wedge opening loaded (WOL) geometry, respectively. With these two geometries
a large range in specimen size can be tested in order to establish the effect of specimen
size on crack propagation (size effect).
WOL configuration

The set-up of the wedge opening loaded or wedge splitting test is presented in Figure 3.1, where Figure 3.la is a photograph of the total testing set-up and Figure 3.lb
displays the dimensions of the specimen used. The WOL configuration has been used
for performing stable fracture mechanics tests on concrete [3] and on refractory ceramics [4]. The main reason for employing this test can be found in its large fracture surface
with respect to the volume of the specimen. This characteristic has the following two
consequences:
• With the WOL configuration relatively large specimens can be tested. Due to
the non-linear fracture behaviour a dependence of the results on the size of the
specimen can be expected.
• A relative small amount of elastic energy is stored in the specimen during loading.
The result is that the specimen shows intrinsic stable crack propagation. A

further contribution to a stable crack propagation is the fact that the wedge
reduces the force transmitted to the testing machine, thus limiting the energy
stored in the testing apparatus.
The hearings used to transmit the force from the wedge to the axles are needle hearings
with a very low friction coefficient. By neglecting this friction the horizontal force
component P, the so-called splitting force, can be calculated from the applied vertical
force Pv by taking into account the wedge angle /3:

P=

Pv
2 tan(/3)

(3.1)
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10 kN
Force transducer

(a) Experimental WOL configuration.

p

W
d
d

151 mm

= 120 mm

b=30mm

ao = 30 or 60 mm
{3 = 15°

(b) Dimensions of the WOL geometry.

Figure 3.1 WOL configuration.
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In the configuration used, the wedge angle /3 equa.ls 15° resulting in P
l.866Pv.
The expression for the stress intensity factor Kr for the WOL geometry is defined
by Saxena and Hudak [5] for 0.2 ::; a ::; 1.0:
K1

=

P,,,

r:; Y(o),

bvd

a

a=-

d

(3.2)

with
Y(a) = (1+a)(0.8072+8.858a - 30.23a 2 + 41.088a 3 - 24.15a 4 + 4.951a 5 )
(1 - a:)l.5

(3.3)

For measuring the crack mouth opening displacement ( CMOD), a Linear Voltage
Displacement Transducer (LVDT) is placed across the end of the crack (Figure 3.2).
The effective resolution of the LVDT used, is approximately 1 µm within a range of 1
mm. During the test the vertical force Pv is measured simultaneously with the crack
mouth opening displacement.

Figure 3.2 Configuration of the CMOD measurement.

SENB configuration

The single edge notched beam geometry ha.s been used extensively for measuring the
fra.cture behaviour of (quasi-) brittle materials due to its simplicity and accuracy [6, 7].
The basic SENB geometry is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Due to the heterogeneous
microstructure and large grains of the refractory ceramics, the obtained results can be
dependent upon the size of the specimen tested. In order to investigate the expected
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Figure 3.3 SENB configuration.

Table 3.1 Specimen sizes used for the SENB geometry.

d[mm]

b[mm]

L[mm]

15
24
50

15
30
30

60
100
200

ao

= ao/d H

0.25, 0.50, 0. 75
0.00, 0.25, 0.50,
0.25, 0.50, 0.75

o. 75

size effects a certain range in specimen size has been tested. The specimen sizes used,
are listed in Table 3.1. The expression for the stress intensity factor K 1 for the SENB
geometry with L/d 4, is defined by Srawley [8] for 0.0 :S: a :S: 1.0:

Kr

3PL

a

= 2bd2 Va Y(o:),

d

(3.4)

with

Y(o:)

1.99 - a(l - 0:)(2.15
(1+2a:)(l

Q;

)1.5

(3.5)

The width of the notch was kept constant at 1.5 mm. Previous research [9] has
shown that varying the width of this notch has little infiuence on the measured response,
which is probably due to the coarse grained microstructure of the materials.
For the largest SENB geometry with a height dof 50 mm, the complete P CMOD
curves are measured in a similar way as illustrated for the WOL geometry. For beams
of smaller size only the peak forces are recorded.

3.2.2

Young's modulus

To determine the value of the Young's modulus E, two methods have been applied
which will be introduced in this section. The obtained results are presented in section 4.2.2.
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Due to the difficulty in proper alignment of the specimens, use of the standard onedimensional tensile test is not easy. Fortunately results obtained with the Electronic
Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI) technique, as will be presented in section 4.2.2,
indicate that there is no difference in the elastic properties in tension and compression.
This allows the determination of the overall E-modulus without discriminating between
tension and compression.
The first method for retrieving a value for the E-modulus is an inverse modelling
CMOD behaviour of the WOL specimen. With the comparison
of the elastic P
of the measured initial elastic slope and the numerical slope, the E-modulus can be
calculated.
The second method measures the mechanical resonance frequencies of normalised
geometries (e.g. a bar). These frequencies are dependent upon the (dynamic) Emodulus of the material and the specific geometry. For a rectangular bar the dynamic
E-modulus can be calculated from the resonance frequency of the bar in fiexural mode,
according to [10]:
E

0.9465

mt (~)

3

(3.6)

T1

with
E = Young's modulus [N/m 2 ],

m =
b
d
L =

mass of the bar [g],
width of the bar [mm].
height of the bar [mm],
length of the bar [mm],
f = fundamental resonant frequency of the bar in ftexure [Hz]
T1 = correction factor to account for the ratio L / d and the
value for the Poisson ratio,
and
T1

= 1 + 6.585 ( 1 + 0.0752v + 0.8109v2 )

(

%)

2
-

0.868 (

%)

4

8.340 (1+0.2023v + 2.173v 2 )

(

%)

4
)

( 1.000 + 6.338 (1 + 0.1408v + l.536v2) (

3.3

%)

(3.7)

2
.

Crack visualisation

The visualisation of the crack growth process in order to validate the numerical modelling of fracture, provides a very difficult experimental problem. Numerous techniques,
with a different extent of success, have been used in order to visualise the fracture process zone. These methods can be divided into three categories: methods based on
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interference techniques, methods based on direct point-to-point displacement measurements, and methods which use microscopie principles.
Examples of interference techniques [11] are ESPI [12, 13], holographic Moiré [14, '
15] and speckle pattern photography [14, 16, 17]. These methods are non-contacting
imaging techniques with a possible high resolution and with the advantage that the
complete displacement field of a relatively large area can be measured. An overview of
the different experimental methods for obtaining field data is presented by Geers [18].
In case of direct displacement methods, the displacements of discrete points or between two points on the test sample are measured. These displacements are measured
using either LVDT's [19], strain gauges or reflecting markers. Advantages of these
methods are the straightforward setup and interpretation of the measurements. Disadvantages are the need for attaching the measuring devices onto the specimens, and
the fact that the displacement is only recorded at a limited number of points.
For the visualisation of microcracks and bridging phenomena in the macrocrack,
microscopie techniques have been applied. Examples are the long-distance microscope [19], the confocal microscope [20] and the SEM [21,22]. Microscopie techniques
have the advantage that the actual microstructure of the material can be seen, with
the relation to crack initiation and propagation phenomena. The major disadvantage
of microscopie imaging is the limited field-of-view.
The three different methods listed above have been used for the investigation of the
fracture processes in the refractory ceramics. In the following sections the basics of the
techniques which are employed in this work, will be introduced.
3.3.1

Speckle map techniques

With (laser) speckle techniques the complete displacement and resulting strain field
of the surface of a loaded specimen can be measured. Two different implementations
of the speckle map method have been employed for gathering field data: the (laser)
speckle technique for the visualisation of strain localisation in the damage zone, and
the ESPI tèchnique for the visualisation of strains during linear elastic deformation.
Laser speckle technique

With the laser speckle technique [17, 23] the specimen is illuminated with a coherent
light source. Due to the roughness of the specimen surface this results in a unique
speckle pattern with a certain intensity distribution of grey va.lues. This speckle pattern
of the illuminated area, which measures approximately 10 x 10 mm 2 , is recorded with
a CCD camera.
The speckle maps are recorded at different loading conditions. These maps are
compared by means of a èorrelation analysis with the reference map using computeraided digital image processing. The different speckles act in fact as microscopie small
markers on the surface of the specimen. From this correlation analysis the displacement
vectors x of discrete points at position (i, j) can be calculated.
It should be noted that this technique does not use interference patterns for the
determination of the displacements, but rather maps a certain area with (unique)
speckles onto its new position. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
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A displacement vector x, associated with point (i,j), is calculated by
correlating a section of the image of the deformed surface with the
reference image.

The presented method is relative simple to use, but the obtained accuracy is rather
low, with an approximated resolution in the measured strain ê of 0.1 %.
The laser speckle technique has been used in this work for measuring the strain
field near the notch tip of a WOL specimen. The obtained results are presented in
section 4.4.1.

ESP! technique

With the ESPI (Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry) system the displacements
are calculated from interference fringes [11]. The rough surface of the specimen, which
is illuminated with a coherent laser, refiects and scatters this light back to the direction
of the CCD camera. Due to the fact that the waves have travelled different distances
from the laser to the CCD camera, dephasing and magnification of the waves occurs,
resulting in clark and bright spots on the CCD image. The resulting speckle pattern
is a unique image of the surface which does not change for small deformations of the
surface.
By mixing the speckle pattern with the reference laser beam or with a previous
speckle pattern, interference between the two maps will occur, resulting in a fringe
pattern. These fringes are a measure for the displacements of the surface. With a
digital image processing technique, the displacement field can be obtained from this
fringe pattern in an automated manner. By illuminating the object from several angles
using different lasers, it is possible to obtain the displacements in three-dimensional
space.
With the ESPI method, the displacement field of a beam in three-point bending is
measured, with the purpose to investigate whether the Young's moduli in tension and
compression are equal. The results obtained are presented in section 4.2.2.
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Hentschel Random Access Tracking system

The Hentschel Random Access Tracking system [24] is an optica! device for measuring
displacements of discrete points. On the specimen tested, retro-reftective markers,
with a diameter of 0.5-2 mm, are glued. The specimen is illuminated with halogen
light, which is being reftected by the markers into a CCD camera. The camera used
is a random access camera which scans only the small windows surrounding the retroreflective markers instead of the whole specimen surface. This high-speed windowing
procedure greatly increases the measuring speed and obtained accuracy. Up to 7500
markers per second can be sampled in real-time mode with a high-resolution. With a
correct calibration and filtering procedure the accuracy that can be obtained with the
Hentschel system is approximately 0.1 % of the field-of-view.
Figure 3.5 is a graphical illustration of the markers placed on the WOL specimen
with the total scanned area (field-of-view) and the single windows around the markers.
The obtained accuracy of the measured displacements using this experimental set-up
is, with a field-of-view of 50 x 50 mm 2 , approximately 0.05 mm. The noise on the
obtained displacements is reduced by using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
filtering scheme on the measured data [18].

• marker, diameter 0.7 mm
o marker scanning window

Figure 3.5

WOL specimen with 22 markers showing the total recorded area and
the single window regions for the measurements with the Hentschel
system.

The Hentschel system is used for measuring the crack opening at discrete points
along the crack path for a WOL specimen, as a function of the applied force. The
placement of the 22 markers is illustrated in Figure 3.5. The markers are placed at
15 mm from the symmetry plane in order to ensure that the tortuous crack remains
between the markers. The linear elastic (horizontal) deformation occurring between
the markers is negligible compared to the crack opening displacements.

3.3.3

Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope

In order to visualise the crack propagation and occurring bridging phenomena with
respect to the microstructure of the material, the Environmental Scanning Electron
Microscope (ESEM) [25] is used. The advantage of an ESEM with respect to the regular
SEM is the relatively high gas pressure in the specimen chamber. In a normal SEM the
specimen chamber is under high vacuum and the specimens have to be prepared with
a conductive surface, such as a gold layer, in order to prevent charging of the specimen
with electrons. In the ESEM only the optical column is kept at high vacuum and the
specimen chamber itself is kept at about 1-2 Torr. This relatively high gas pressure
in the specimen chamber allows the observation of non-conductive surfaces, so that no
additional preparation of the specimen surface is required.
An in-situ wedge splitting test was performed in the ESEM, using the set-up of
Steiger [22]. The specimen geometry used in this test is illustrated in Figure 3.6.

CMOD

5mm

Figure 3.6 Geometry of specimen used in the in-situ ESEM test.

The test performed is a stable test, allowing the crack propagation to stop in order
to investigate the resulting crack profile. The results of the ESEM investigation are
presented in section 4.4.3.
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4.1.1

Experimental results
Material characterisation: microstructure
Chemica! composition

Most kiln furniture is based on cordierite, mullite or silicon carbide in order to satisfy
the basic requirements listed in chapter l. The materials chosen here are all based
upon cordierite or mullite combined with a high or low content of alumina. The
minerals cordierite (2Mg0.2Al203.5Si02) and mullite (3Al 20 3.2Si02) have a high
refractoriness and a low thermal expansion coefficient. Together with the maximum
use temperature of 1300 °C for cordierite and 1700 °C for mullite, they make an ideal
base for refractory ceramics.
The two materials Teoxit and Leoxit are composed of alumina grains in a mullite
matrix. At the grain boundaries of Leoxit a glass phase is present, whereas for Teoxit
a crystalline or micro-crystalline phase is present at the grain boundaries. Alcorit and
Ticorit are mullite/cordierite based materials. The most important components of the
materials according to Sphinx 1:1], are listed in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Overall chemica! composition
Component

Al203 Wt. %
Si02 Wt. %
Fe203 Wt. %
MgO Wt. %

4.1.2

Teoxit
85.0
14.5
0.1

Leoxit
81.5
16.7
0.6
0.1

Alcorit
37.5
51.5
1.1
8.0

Ticorit
53.5
36.6
0.6
7.8

Results of the microstructural characterisation

Photographs of the microstrncture

Photographs of the microstructure of the refractory ceramics are obtained using the
methods described in the previous chapter. Some representative pictures obtained with
the petrographic technique are illustrated in Figures 4.1 to 4.4.
With observation of the polished surfaces using either the optical microscope or the
SEM, it was di:fficult to distinguish the different phases which are clearly present in
Figures 4.1 to 4.4. The difference between the large grains and the regions containing
very small grains, is not so clearly visible as when using the petrographic technique.

Figure 4.1

Microstructure of the Teoxit obtained with the petrographic technique.

Figure 4.2

Microstructure of the Leoxit obtained with the petrographic technique.
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Figure 4.3

Microstructure of the Alcorit obtained with the petrographic technique.

Figure 4.4

Microstructure of the Ticorit obtained with the petrographic technique.
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Analysis of the microstructure

The microstructure of the materials consîsts of large grains and agglomerates in a
matrix of much smaller grains and pores. From the observation of the crack growth
with the ESEM as will be presented in section 4.4.3, it can be concluded that the large
grains contribute to the phenomena of grain bridging and grain sliding in the process
zone. The automated image processing technique is therefore focused on the (size)
distribution of these large grains.
The micrographs obtained with the petrographic method as well as the micrographs
obtained from the polished samples were analysed. The results obtained with both
techniques were identical within the resolution of the technique used. The only problem
with the petrographic specimens was the fact that the representative area for Leoxit
was larger than the size of the specimen; the specimen did not contain a sufficient
number of grains. No analysis could be made for the material Ticorit since it was
impossible to distinguish between the different phases in the material.
For the three remaining materials only grains with a surface A larger than 4000 µm 2
were taken into account in the analysis. The digitised photographs of the microstructure of the three materials showing the distribution of the large grains are illustrated
in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. The magnifications of the three pictures are identical.

(a) Teoxit.

Figure 4.5

(b) Leoxit.

Digitised pictures of the microstructure for Teoxit and Leoxit showing
the distribution of the large grains.

The size distributions of the large grains of the three materials obtained from the
digitised photographs are represented in Figure 4. 7.
A sumrnary of some important measures of the microstructure for the four materials
is presented in Table 4.2. The measure A 9 / At represents the fraction of the total surface
area which is covered with the investigated large grains.
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Digitised picture of the microstructure of Alcorit showing the distribution of the large grains.
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Distribution of the large grains, applying a lower bound of A
µm 2 , in the three refractory ceramics.
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Table 4.2 Microstructural characteristics for the three materials.
mean intercept length
mean free path
A 9 /At
. porosity (Sphinx)
i density p

4.2

1

units

Teoxit

µm

163
430
28
25
2650

µm

%
Vol.%
kg. m-3

i

1

Leoxit

Alcorit

181
3ï5
34
25
2520

122
390
23
28
1890

Material characterisation: mechanica! properties

4.2.1

Mode 1 fracture tests

For the WOL geometry and the largest (L x d x b 200 x 50 x 30 rnm 3 ) SENB geometry,
the P- CMOD curves are measured. All test specimens were made from a single batch
of material. The orientation of the notches was always identical, with crack propagation
in the horizontal plane of the plates. For geometries where the CMOD is measured, a
number of 5 specimens is tested for each geometry. For the other geometries usually
10 specimens are evaluated for each geometry. The cross-head speed of the testing
equipment was chosen 1 mm/min for the WOL specimens and 0.5 mm/min for the
SENB specimens. Some typical results of the P CMOD measurements are presented
in Figure 4.8.
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Typical P - CMOD curves from a WOL geometry (o: 0 0.25) and a
SENB geometry (L x d x b = 200 x 50 x 30 mm 3 , o 0 0.25) for the
material Teoxit.

The conducted experiments show stable crack propagation and clearly identify the
non-linear fracture behaviour through the non-linear deformation occurring prior to
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the peak load, and the long softening tail. The scatter in the P - CMOD curves presented in Figure 4.8 is approximately 10 % and is mainly caused by the heterogeneous
microstructure of the material.
To demonstrate that the fracture behaviour of the invèstigated materials cannot
be described with LEFM, the apparent fracture toughness values Kic based on the
maximum recorded forces for the different geometries, are presented in Figure 4.9. The
Krc values increase with specimen size and with ligament length (d - a0 ), rendering
LEFM invalid.
Infiuence of humidity

Glasses, ferrites and some other ceramics show pronounced Subcritical Crack Growth
(SCG) phenomena [2, 3] due to the reaction of the material at the crack tip with
water from the environment. SCG manifests itself through the dèpendency of the
measured strength of the material upon the humidity of the testing environment and
the applied loading rate. An often used approach to describe the environmentally
assisted subcritical crack growth is to relate the crack velocity (da/dt) to the applied
stress intensity factor Kr by [3]:
da

dt

AKï.

(4.1)

To investigate whether the refractory ceramics show SCG phenomena, the sensitivity of the crack propagation to the humidity of the testing environment has been
investigated. SENB specimens, with the dimensions L x d x b = 60 x 15 x 15 mm 3
and an initial relative notch length a 0
0.25, are fractured in an environment with
a controlled humidity. The relative humidity (RH) in the testing chamber is varied
between 2 % and 100 % , by mixing dry nitrogen and humid air.
Specimens of the materials Alcorit and Teoxit are tested, with approximately 10
specimens for each hmnidity. Figure 4.10 displays the dependence of the measured
maximum forces upon the relative humidity.
Figure 4.10 indicates that there is a significant influence of the humidity of the
testing environment upon the crack propagation. The difference between the average
maximum force in a dry environment and the average maximum force in a wet environment, is 22 % for Alcorit and 21 % for Teoxit. However, in the humidity range of the
normal testing environment (25 % < RH < 75 %), the influence is not so pronounced,
especially in the case of Teoxit. Because the influence in the testing range is limited,
the humidity effects are not taken into consideration in the modelling of the crack
propagation.
However, the effect displayed in Figure 4.10 is of importance for the application of
the refractory ceramics. The humidity in the kiln during firing is very low due to the
high temperatures, resulting in a higher fracture resistance for the refractory ceramics
as would be expected based on the results ohtained under normal testing conditions.
Infiuence of beam thickness

The numerical simulation of the fracture behaviour of the different tested -V'""V"'
assumes a two-dimensional plane stress situation. The predicted amount of damage
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(b) Teoxit.

Influence of humidity upon the measured maximum forces for SENB
specimens (L x d x b = 60x15 x 15 mm 3 , a 0 = 0.25) made of Alcorit
and Teoxit.

across the depth of the geometry is therefore constant. In practice, the stress situation
is three-dimensional, resulting in different amounts of damage on the surface of the
specimen than in the interior of the specimen.
The thickness of the specimen influences the ratio of plane strain versus plane
stress across the thickness of the specimen. This effect is a well-known phenomenon
occurring in ductile metal fracture, where the size and shape of the plastic zone is
highly dependent upon the thickness of the specimen [4].
In order to investigate the effect of the specimen thickness upon the measured
crack propagation, SENB specimens with different thicknesses, made of Alcorit, are
fractured. The dimensions of the SENB geometries tested, are listed in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3

Specimen sizes for the SENB geometry used to investigate the thickness
effect.
d[mm]
50
50
50
50

b[mm]

L[mm]

8
14
20
30

200
200
200
200

o:o = ao/d [-]
0.25,
0.25,
0.25,
0.25,

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

1
1

The applied force Pand the CMOD are rneasured, resulting in P CMOD curves.
The effect of the beam thickness is investigated by comparing the normalised P/b CMOD curves of the beams.
For an ideal two-dimensional stress situation these curves are identical. Figure 4.11
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presents the normalised maximum forces Pmaxjb and normalised surface Ajb with
Oó

A

=

j Pd(CMOD)

(4.2)

0

as function of the beam thickness for o: 0 = 0.25 and o:0 = 0.5.
The maximum di:fference in normalised maximum forces between the two extremes
is approximately 10 % for both notch depths. The difference in the integrated area Ajb
is smaller with a maximum of approximately 7-8 %. From these numbers it is clear
that a thickness effect does exist, hut that it is relatively small compared to the scatter
in the experiments, and with the dependence of the Krc value on specimen thickness as
observed in metal fracture [4]. The two-dimensional plane stress modelling approach
is therefore considered to yield a good representation of the stress situation.
4.2.2

Young's modulus

The two methods for determining the value for the E-modulus described in the previous
chapter have been applied. In order to investigate the difference in the elastic properties
in tension and in compression, the ESPI technique has been employed.
ESP/

The investigated refractory ceramics have a high porosity of approximately 20-30 %.
This high level of porosity can cause different Young's moduli in tension and compression, due to the closing of the pores in compression which results in a larger contact
area. A different behaviour in tension and compression is usually denoted as the
Bauschinger effect. To investigate whether the Young's moduli in tension and compression are equal, the ESPI technique has been employed. With the ESPI equipment
the displacement field in the centre of a bar subjected to bending, is measured. For
materials showing no Bauschinger effect, the neutral line, with zero displacement in the
direction of the bar, is in the middle of the height of the beam. If there is a difference
in Young's moduli, the neutra! line will shift to a position above or below the middle
of the beam, depending on whether the Young's modulus in tension or compression is
the largest.
A bar of Teoxit with dimensions L x d x b = 200 x 40 x 30
, is loaded according
to a three-point bend test. The recorded area of the bar together with the contours
of the obtained incremental x-displacement field are presented in Figure 4.12. The
contour levels are the result of an increment in the applied force from 800 N to 1200
N, whereas the force at fracture was approximately 1700 N.
The contours of the x-displacement field presented in Figure 4.12 show that the
neutral line is indeed at the middle of the bar, indicating that there is no difference in
Young's moduli in tension and compression.
Determined Young's moduli

Table 4.4 presents the calculated Young's moduli and the value according to the Sphinx
brochure [l] which is determined with the pulse-echo method.
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Figure 4.12

Contours of the incremental x-displacement field in µm fora threepoint bend bar (L x d x b 200 x 40 x 30 mm 3 ) subjected toa force
increment of 400 N, obtained with ESPL
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Table 4.4 Calculated Young's moduli.
method

Teoxit
[GPa]

Leoxit
[GPa]

Alcorit
[GPa]

Ticorit
[GPa]

inverse WOL rnodelling
mechanica! resonance
Sphinx, pulse-echo

23.7

24.9
26.9
22

12.8

10.5
12.9
9

25.6
23

16.4
15

The values for the Young's modulus obtained with the mechanical resonance technique are systematically larger than the values obtained with the other methods. This
difference is a well known effect when measuring the dynamic Young's modulus. Due to
the small range in strains and the dynamic nature of the measurements, higher values
up to 20 % difference can be obtained.

4.3

Material characterisation: thermo-physical properties

The thermo-physical properties of the refractory ceramics used as kiln furniture, are
very important for the resulting thermal shock resistance. For good thermal shock
properties the materials should have a high thermal conductivity ..\, low thermal expansion coefficient o: and a low specific heat ep. The thermo-physical properties of the
four investigated materials and the thermal shock parameter R"" (chapter 1) are listed
in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5 Therrno-physical properties of the refractory ceramics.
1

coeflicient of linear expansion
i therma.l conductîvity, at 20 °C
specific heat, at 20 °C
, maximum use temperature
i therma.l shock parameter
1

4.4
4.4.1

i symbol

units

a

10-6 K-1
W · m- 1.K- 1
kJ · kg- 1 · K- 1

,\
Cp

Tmax

oc

R""

10-3 m

Teoxit
4.7
1-1.5

Leoxit
5.2
1-1.5

1
1600
5.9

1
1450
5.6

Alcorit
1.8

1-1.5
1
1350
3.1

Ticorit
2.5
1-1.5
1
1400
5.0

Crack visualisation
Speckle interferometry

Laser speckle technique
With the laser speckle technique described in section 3.3.1, the strain localisation near
the initial notch tip of a WOL specimen with a relative crack length o: 0 0.25, made of
Teoxit, was investigated. The force acting on the specimen was applied in a step-wise
manner in order to be able to store the speckle pattern.
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A typical result of the Exx strain field calculated from the displacements, is illustrated in Figure 4.13. The strain field in this picture is recorded at a load of 1560 N
in the ascending part of the P - GMOD curve, prior to the maximum load of 2050 N.
0.90
0.80

p

0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
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0.10

-

Exx [%]at P

x

Figure 4.13

=1560N

strain field at Ph 1560 N obtained with the laser speckle technique. Peak load was 2050 N.

Exx

It is remarkable that in Figure 4.13 the crack direction, at a load significantly lower
than the peak load, is already so clearly defined. Another observation from this figure
is the fact t.hat the strain is localised in a narrow band. Photographs of the deformation
at smaller loads also showed no evidence for a wider damage zone.
From the observations with the laser speckle technique it. can be concluded that
there is substantial damage growth prior to the peak load which manifests itself through
the development of a localised crack.

4.4.2

Hentschel Random Access Tracking system

With the Hentschel Random Access Tracldng system the real-time development of the
crack profiles for the WOL specimen, made of Alcorit, is recorded. The positioning of
the retro-refiective markers on the WOL specimen is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
A typical result of the measured crack opening displacements (GOD) is presented
in Figure 4.14. Figure 4.14a shows the development of the crack profile in time with on
the horizontal axis the position along the crack (x = 0 is the initial notch tip), whereas
Figure 4.14b displays the crack opening displacement at the various positions along
the crack path as a function of the applied force.
From Figure 4.14a it is clear that the crack profile is approximately straight over
a large region. At the crack tip a region with a curved crack profile will exist, but it
is not possible to visualise this region with the Hentschel system due to the limited
resolution of the system. The measured displacements for this quasi-brittle material
are relative small compared to the resolution of the system.
The P GOD curves in Figure 4.14b show a similar shape as the P- GMOD curves
shown in Figure 4.8.
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(b) Crack opening at the various positions
along the crack path.

Typical results of the measurements of the crack opening displacements with the Hentschel system for a WOL specimen made of Alcorit.

Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope

Two specimens, made of Teoxit, were examined in the in-situ Wedge Splitting test. The
applied force P and CMOD were measured during the test, resulting in the P- CMOD
curves displayed in Figure 4.15.
The stable test was stopped at certain points in the P - CMOD curve, in order to
investigate crack initiation and propagation using the ESEM. These microscopie investigations identified crack bridging effects in the process zone, such as grain interlocking
and grain sliding phenomena. With the ESEM technique no evidence could be found
of areas with microcracking in front of the crack tip, or near the crack profile. It proved
very difficult to identify the crack initiation and the position of the crack tip due to
the very rough, heterogeneous surface. The results indicate that the damage development in these materials is strongly localised with respect to the width of the damage
zone showing very little distributed cracking. Some typical examples of observed crack
bridging phenomena are displayed in Figures 4.16 and 4.17.
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Figure 4.15 Recorded P - CMOD curves for the two ESEM specimens.

(a) Two bridges observed in specimen 1 at
point A in the P CMOD curve.

Figure 4.16

(b) Two bridges observed in specimen 1 at
point B in the P - CMOD curve.

Bridging phenomena observed with the ESEM in specimen 1 at a
position of 6.2 mm below the initial notch tip.
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(a) Crack propagation around a large grain
observed in specimen 2 at point C in the P CMOD curve.
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(b) A bridge observed in specimen 2 at point
D in the P - CMOD curve. The position
shown is 7 mm below the initial notch tip.

Figure 4.17 Two pictures of the crack observed with the ESEM in specimen 2.
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5

Experimental and numerical
size effect in nominal
strength

Four numerical fracture models discussed in chapter 2 will be compared with respect
to their ability to describe the measured size effect in the nomina! strength of structures. The models evaluated are the Fictitious Crack model, the Adapted Local CDM
model, the Nonlocal CDM model and the Gradient Enhanced CDM model. After the
introduction of the principle of size effect in nomina! strength, two phenomenological
models describing this behaviour, the Size Effect Law of Bazant [l, 2] and the Multifractal Sealing Law of Carpinteri et al. [3-5] will be discussed. The measured size effect
of the different materials will be presénted in section 5.2, whereas sections 5.3 and 5.4
will describe the numerical procedures and results obtained using the different fracture models. The numerical predictions of the size effect will be used to discriminate
between the fracture models investigated.

5.1

Size effect in nominal strength

An important consequence of applying fracture mechanics for predicting the strength
of structures, is the occurrence of a size effect in the nominal strength. In case Linear
Elastic Fracture Mechanics applies it is well known that the nominal strength O'nom
is inversely proportional to the square root of the size of the structure Vd (equation (2.3)). The plot of log(anom) versus log(d) is a straight line with slope -1/2. For
technica! ceramics and glasses the observed size effect in nominal strength of unnotched
structures can be explained by the distribution of defects in the material according to
the weakest-link theory. However, for quasi-brittle materials the use of the weakest-link
size effect for unnotched specimens and the LEFM size effect for notched specimens is
inappropriate. Due to the stable crack growth a redistribution of stresses and localisation of damage in the process zone will take place. The effect of this localisation is the
vanishing influence of the rest of the structure, rendering weakest-link theory invalid.
Only for unnotched structures which are large compared to the characteristic defect
size and show unstable crack propagation, the weakest-link size effect can occur. For
notched specimens made of quasi-brittle materials the process zone in the wake of the
crack tip will cause a deviation from the LEFM size effect. The size of the process
zone relative to the size of the structure determines the amount of deviation from the
LEFM size effect.
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Size Effect Law according to BliZant

Based on observations of the size effect associated with concrete, Bafant [l, 2] has
proposed the so-called Size Effect Law (SEL) to predict size- and shape-independent
material properties like the true fracture energy and the size of the fracture process
zone.
LEFM theory states that the size effect in the nominal strength Clnom of geometrically similar structures equals (equation (2.4) ):
(5.1)

0--nom

with a0 the initial crack length and a 0 = a0 /d. With the use of the LEFM relations
between the critical energy release rate GIc and the fracture toughness K fo ( equations( 2.5) and (2.6)), equation (5.1) can be rewritten as:
(5.2)
with
E
E'
E

v
k(ao) =

{

in case of plane stress,
. case of p1ane stram,
.
_E v2 m

1
Young's modulus,
Poisson ratio,
Y(ao)y'(iü.

For quasi-brittle materials Gic cannot be regarded as a material property anymore due
to deviation from the LEFM size effect. The apparent fracture energy calculated from
the maximum loads will depend not only on the size of the structure or the size of
the crack, but also on the shape of the structure. Bafant states that for each material
there exist two size- and shape-independent material properties. These two material
properties are the fracture energy G 00 and the equivalent size of the process zone c00 ,
occurring for infinitely large specimens. With these two parameters equation (5.2) is
rewritten into Bafant's Size Effect Law [1,2]:

Tnom

where the nominal strength Tnam and effective size
defined by:
Tnom

d for two-dimensional structures are

Pmax r::tt:"\()
9 \O:oJ,

~V

d= g(ao)d
.

(5.3)

==

g1 (o:o) '

(5.4)
(5.5)
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with:

A

g(a) =
g'(a) =

maximum sustainable force ,
characteristic surface measure ,
a/d = relative crack length,
non-dimensional function depending on a
and resulting from LEFM analysis ,

dg(a)
da

With the definitions of equations (5.4) and (5.5) the shape of the geometry tested is
taken into account in an approximate way, resulting in shape-independent nominal
strength and effective size measures. Fora single edge notched beam (Figure 3.3) with
L/d=4, the function g(a) is defined as:

g(a) =

(3~~)

2

(Y(a))

2

(5.6)

with Y(a) the LEFM geometry function according to equation (3.5). The surface
measure A is defined by A = b · d.
In the double-logarithmic plot of nominal strength versus size of the structure (Figure 5.1), the Bafant SEL results in a smooth transition from the strength criterion
(horizontal line) for small sizes to the LEFM theory (slope -1/2) for large sizes.
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Figure 5.1 LEFM, SEL and MFSL size effect in nominal strength.

5.1.2

Multifractal Sealing Law according to Carpinteri

A completely different interpretation of the size effect in nominal strength has been
proposed by Carpinteri et al. [3-5]. Carpinteri considers the magnitude of disorder
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in the material as the cause for the size effect. The fracture surface is regarded as a
ligament of disordered material with a certain fractal dimension (fora general introduction to fractals see e.g. [6], and for application to fracture surfaces e.g.
The fractal
dimension increases with increasing disorder of the material. For natural fractals a
continuous variation of the fractal dimensions will occur for different scale lengths (i.e.
geometrical multifractality) as is illustrated in Figure 5.2.

Observation scale length
Figure 5.2 Geometrical multifractality. After Carpinteri [5].

From a physical point of view this means that the effect of microstructural disorder
on the mechanical behaviour becomes progressively less important at larger scales,
whereas it represents the fundamental feature at small scales.
Applying the concept of multifractal dimensionality results in the Multifractal Sealing Law (MFSL). Written in a form similar to the SEL formulation of equation (5.3)
results in:
Tnom

vfc::E

VC~ + J ·

(5.7)

In a double-logarithmic plot of nomina! strength versus size of the structure, the MFSL
results in a smooth transition from the LEFM (slope -1/2) theory for small sizes to the
strength criterion (horizontal line) for large sizes.
The difference in behaviour between the Bazant SEL and the MFSL of Carpinteri
is illustrated in Figure 5.1 which shows the double-logarithmic plot of nomina! strength
versus size of the structure.

5.2

Experimental results with respect to the size effect

The SENB geometry with the dimensions listed in chapter 3 bas been used to evaluate
the size effect experimentally. From the obtained maximum forces and expressions (5.4)
to (5.6) the values d and Tnom for each material can be calculated.
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The parameters c00 and G00 of the Bazant SEL curve and the MFSL of Carpinteri
are estimated using the presented experimental results and equation (5.3) through a
least-squares minimisation procedure. The obtained parameters and associated correlation coefficients R, indicating the goodness-of-fit, are listed in Table 5.L
Table 5.1

SEL and MFSL parameters associated with the experimental response.

Young's modulus
SEL
Fracture energy
process zone size
correlation coefficient
MFSL Fracture energy
process zone size
correlation coefficient

symbol
E

units

GPa

Coo

N/m
mm

R

-

Goo
Coo

N/m
mm

R

-

Goo

Teoxit
23.7
34.9
5.98
0.738
4.28
1.83
0.826

Leoxit
24.9
39.3
3.23
0.851
9.09
3.05
0.857

Alcorit
12.8
32.2
4.85
0.776
3.99
1.53
0.474

Ticorit •
10.5
27.8
2.57
0.783
5.66
2.57
0.820

In Figure 5.3 the measured size effect together with the estimated SEL and MFSL
curves are presented for the four materials tested. The dashed curves in these figures
are the asymptotes of the fitted SEL curve.
From Figure 5.3 it is clear that the materials do not behave according to LEFM
because the measured size effect shows a distinct deviation from the LEFM size effect.
The correlation coefficients associated with the least-squares minimisation procedure
for estimating the parameters of the SEL and MFSL are, however, relatively low. For
Teoxit, Leoxit and Ticorit the MFSL gives a slightly better description of the observed
size effect than the SEL. For Alcorit, however, the correlation coefficient associated
with the SEL is much higher than the one associated with the MFSL.
From the results presented it is difficult to discriminate between the SEL and the
MFSL models due to the limited range in sizes tested. However, with the materials
tested it was not possible to extend the size range. For a proper identification of the
size effects the measurements should contain a size range in geometry of several orders
of magnitude. The experimental results indicate, however, that the decrease in nomina!
strength with increasing structure size is less than the LEFM size effect. This size effect
response will be used in the remaining part of this chapter to discriminate between the
different numerical fracture models.

5.3

N umerical procedures

To compare the numerical models introduced in chapter 2, the load-displacement curves
of differently SENB's are calculated. The dimensions of the SENB geometries which
are employed in the numerical analyses, are listed in Table 5.2.
The material parameters are chosen so that they represent the refractory ceramic
Alcorit most closely. The parameters used for the calculations are based upon the
experimental size effect curves and therefore estimates of the true values. For the
softening curve, a( u) or a(t:) (Figure 2.5), a constant slope (linear softening) is assumed
with the material parameters listed in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.2 Dimensions of SENB geometry used in the numerical analyses.

beam
beam
beam
beam

1
2
3
4

d[mm]
2.5
10
25
50

b[mm]
2.5
10
25
50

L[mm]
10
40
100
200

ao [ ]
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Table 5.3 Material parameters for Alcorit.

Young's modulus
Poisson ratio
Tensile strength
Fracture energy

symbol
E
v
ft
G1

units
GPa

MPa
N/m

value
15
0.25
9

30

Quadratic plane stress elements with four integration points were used in the analyses. The are length method [8] was used for the largest beam to capture the snap-back
behaviour in the load-displacement curve. Due to symmetry only half of the beam
is modelled. The element mesh chosen for the calculations is the same for the four
fracture models and consists of 375 elements (Figure 5.4).

notch-tip
1

symmetry

plan~

Figure 5.4 Element mesh used for the calculations.

5.3.1 . Details and implementation of the FC model

The FC model is implemented in the Finite Element Method using quadratic six-noded
interface elements to simulate the crack path. A four-point Newton-Cotes integration
rule was employed to calculate the stresses in these interface elements. Schellekens [9]
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has shown that this integration scheme avoids stress oscillations and yields stable solutions. A schematical representation of the interface elements used together with the
resulting constitutive behaviour, is illustrated in Figure 5.5.
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~
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~
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l
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f un

3

•

Nodes

~

Integration points
Figure 5.5 Six-noded interface element.

The initia! stiffness Dnn of the interface elements, prior to the softening path, is
chosen equal to 1 · 109 N /m. This value for Dnn is high enough to avoid large crack
openings prior to crack initiation and low enough to avoid stress oscillations [9].

5.3.2

Details of the ALCDM model

The definition chosen for the damage equivalent strain measure is the Modified von
Mises expression [10]:

Eeq

k 1
= 2k(l - 2v) Ji

+

1
2k

2

12k

k - J1 1 )
(1- 2v

(1

+ v)2

J'
2

(5.8)

with the strain invariants:

J1

(5.9)

tr(e)

J~ =

~ {3tr(e · e) -

(tr(e))

2

}

(5.10)

and with k the ratio of the compressive strength fc and the tensile strength ft:
(5.11)

which is chosen equal to k

5.3.3

8 in the analyses.

Details of the NLCDM model

The Modified von Mises equivalent strain definition with k 8, is also chosen for the
NLCDM model. For the weight-function present in expression (2.24), the Gaussian
function (equation (2.26)) is chosen. At the edges of the structure a natural boundary
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condition (8teq/8n = 0) is employed by mirroring the equivalent strain field, thus
simulating a symmetry condition at the edges.
Three different values for the nonlocal length parameter À are evaluated: À= 0.625,
1.25 and 2.5 mm. The energy dissipated for these different values for À is kept equal to
the fracture energy G f by adapting the critical strain value Kc to the expected width
w of the damage zone. It is assumed that the width w equals the nonlocal parameter
À, resulting in the following definition for Kc:
(5.12)

5.3.4

Details of the GECDM model

The same procedure as applied for the NLCDM model holds for the GECDM model.
At the edges of the structure again a natural boundary condition (8teq/8n = 0) has
been employed. Three different values for the characteristic length parameter c have
been used: c = 0.0625, 0.25 and 1.0 mm 2 . Due to the different formulations of the
NLCDM and the GECDM models a comparison between the two characteristic length
parameters is difficult. The values chosen for the length parameter c are reasonable
values resulting in approximately the same width for the calculated damage zone as
the damage zone width calculated with the NLCDM model.
The dissipated energy has again been kept constant by adapting the critical strain
value Kc to the value of c:
(5.13)
in which it is assumed that the width of damage zone w is equal to

5.4

Jc.

N umerical results

The difference in damage development between the different fracture models is illustrated in Figures 5.6 to 5.9. In these figures the amount of damage as calculated at
the maximum load is plotted for the smallest and largest beam. The FC and ALCDM
model result in a localised damage zone at the symmetry plane. The damage profile in
the process zone along the symmetry plane, is plotted in Figures 5.6 and 5.8. In these
representations the damage value for the FC model is defined as un(max)/ucr and can
therefore not be compared with the damage D of the ALCDM model. The NLCDM
and GECDM model result in a damage zone with a certain width representing a zone
with distributed damage. The width of this damaged zone is determined by the size of
the length parameter À in case of the NLCDM model and the length parameter Jc in
case of the GECDM model. The damage zone is visualised in Figures 5.7 and 5.9.
Figures 5.lüa and 5.lüb display the calculated load-displacement curves for the
smallest and the largest beam respectively, using the different fracture models. The
presented curves of the NLCDM and GECDM models in Figure 5.10 are associated
with the largest value for the nonlocal length parameters, À = 2.5 mm and c = 1.0
mm 2 , respectively.
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Force-displacement curves for the smallest and largest beam predicted with the four damage models.

The load-displacement curves in Figure 5.10 show that the larger beam behaves
more brittle than the smaller beam, as can be expected. For larger beams the deviation
from the linear behaviour until maximum load decreases because the relative size of
the process zone decreases (Figure 5.6 versus Figure 5.8). In Figure 5.IOa, a striking
difference between the NLCDM and GECDM model and the two other models can be
observed. This difference decreases for larger beams, see Figure 5. lüb. This effect can
also be found in the size effect curves based on the maximum loads which are shown
in Figure 5.11. It can be concluded that the nonlocal and gradient formulations of the
dam.age cause a strongly deviating prediction of the maximum loads and the dissipated
energy when the characteristic length parameters À and .../ê become relatively large
compared to the size of the structure.
The parameters of Bazant's SEL and Carpinteri's MFSL fitted on the results of the
different models are given in Table 5.4.
The values of the SEL parameters and corresponding high correlation coefficient
associated with the FC and ALCDM models, indicate that these two fracture models
predict a size effect which is similar to the Bafant SEL. The fitted parameters of the
Ba2ant SEL show a relative good agreement with the input value (G 00 = 26.1, 25.3
N/m versus Gt = 30 N/m). The size effect response of the NLCDM and GECDM
models is, however, significantly different, showing a concave upwards in the doublelogarithmic plot, similar to Carpinteri's idea. lncreasing the nonlocal length parameter
..\ or c respectively, results in a steeper size effect curve. Comparing this response to
the SEL curve results in the following conclusions:
• The nominal strength Tnam increases with increasing À or c. This is in contrast
to the SEL where an increasing c00 results in a decreasing Tnom· The effect of the
nonlocal parameters À and c and the effect of the effective process zone length
c00 on the size effect are not comparable.
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Calculated size effect in nominal strength using the four different
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Table 5.4 SEL and MFSL parameters associated with the numerical models.

SEL

MFSL

R

R

Goo

Coo

[N/m]

[mm]

H

FC

26.1

1.05

0.9958

7.54

2.82

0.9563

ALCDM

25.3

1.13

0.9952

6.88

2.64

0.9414

7.07 ! 0.9954

NLCDM ,\

0.625 mm

Goo

1

[N/m] •

[1::] ·
1

H
1

25.0

0.351

0.9876

14.0

À= 1.250 mm

27.6

-0.099

0.9991

32.9

00

0.9932 •

À= 2.500 mm

31.5

-0.31

0.9997

69.8

00

0.9232

0.9732

18.9

5. 77

GECDM c = 0.0625

mm 2

35.9

0.382

c = 0.2500

mm 2

32.4

-0.118

0.9959

40.1

00

0.9870

1.0000 mm 2

47.2

-0.23

0.9996

78.6

00

• 0.9606

c

1

1

!

0.9998

• The curvature à 2ln(rnom)/8ln 2dis positive. This is true for all..\ and c in a certain
range of il. According to the SEL, however, this curvature is always negative and
according to LEFM it is equal to zero. This effect illustrates itself through the
negative value of the estimated parameter c00 •
The size effect predicted with the NLCDM and GECDM models shows a similar trend
as the MFSL with a concave upwards in the double-logarithmic plot. An important
difference is, however, that the calculated size effect for the NLCDM and GECDM
models is stronger than the LEFM size effect (slope < -1/2 for small values of d ). This
behaviour is in contrast to the MFSL (and the SEL) which incorporates the LEFM size
effect asymptote and cannot describe stronger size effects. The fitted parameters of
the MFSL on the NLCDM and GECDM models are therefore identical to the strongest
possible size effect of the MFSL, the LEFM size effect, with c00 = oo.

5.5

Conclusions

From the experimental results it can be concluded that the investigated refractory
ceramics show a size effect which is significantly less pronounced as the LEFM size
effect. A constitutive model describing non-linear material behaviour should predict
this size effect correctly.
The FC and ALCDM models are in principle suitable to describe the experimentally
observed size effect. An increasing deviation from the LEFM results can be seen for the
nominal strength values in case of smaller structures, very similar to the SEL curve.
Based on Bafant's SEL, preliminary estimates for the material properties can be determined. The FC model has the disadvantage, especially in more complex geometries
and loading conditions, that it is necessary to know a priori the crack path in order
to model it with interface elements. Nevertheless, the FC model can be considered as
reference for other models and for determining (mode I) material parameters.
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The ALCDM model does not have the nonlocal difficulties of the NLCDM and
GECDM model but can still give mesh-independent results with respect to the global
response. The size effect in nominal strength is properly described and similar to the
Bafant SEL. The ALCDM model is a model which uses a strain based approach to
describe the displacement discontinuity of a discrete crack. lt is therefore very similar
to the FC model which also models a discrete crack. A disadvantage of the ALCDM
model is the fact that at local level mesh-dependency occurs because the size of the
damage zone is dependent upon the element size. The width of the resulting damage
zone is not representative for the actual size of the localisation zone. This fact does not,
however, restrict the applicability of the model because the global response is hardly
infl.uenced.
The higher order models, the NLCDM model and the GECDM model, give results
that converge with mesh-refinement and are probably the models that can resemble the
strain field in the localisation zone most closely because they introduce a localisation
zone with gradually distributed strains. With a proper formulation the higher order
models should also be capable of capturing the (fictitious) strains associated with
discrete crack formation. The two models suffer, however, from several problems due to
the nonlocal formulation. The averaging process at the crack tip smears out the stress
concentrations, resulting in lower damage values and higher maximum loads. This
causes a size effect which is incomparable with that of Bafant's SEL and Carpinteri's
MSFL. Large values of the characteristic nonlocal lengths result in a size effect more
pronounced than the LEFM size effect. This is a serious deficiency of these nonlocal
models because no experimental evidence exists for such a strong size effect. It is
possible that the deviation from the Bafant SEL will be less when the formulation
of the higher order models would be based on the use of a nonlocal inelastic strain
and a local damage initiation threshold. However, the use of a local threshold causes
strain localisation in case of a one-dimensional situation [11] which raises the question
if mesh-independent results can still be guaranteed.
Based upon the experimental observations of the damage processes which indicate
the occurrence of a localised crack (chapter 4), and the presented problem with the
numerical size effect prediction, it is concluded that the investigated NLCDM and
GECDM models are not suitable for describing the fracture processes in the refractory
ceramics. Although the FC and ALCDM models result in almost identical predictions,
for further analyses with actual determination of the model parameters based upon
the experimental results, the FC model is chosen. For a proper parameter sensitivity
study the use of a fast and stable implementation of the fracture model is required
due to the large number of necessary calculations. The calculations with the ALCDM
model use a incremental/iterative procedure which is not always stable and requires
a substantial amount of CPU time. The FC model, however, can be implemented
in a very efficient way in the FEM resulting in a fast and stable method. With this
implementation the parameters of the FC model can be estimated using a least-squares
minimisation procedure. As a result of this characteristic the FC model is chosen for
further evaluation. In the next chapter the implementation of the FC model and the
parameter estimation procedure will be introduced.
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The Fictitious Crack model

The previous chapter indicated that the FC model is the fracture model most suitable to
describe the crack propagation in the refractory ceramics. In this chapter the FC model
parameters, associated with the refractory ceramics, will be estimated by comparing
the numerical and experimental P - CMOD curves. The implementation of the FC
model and the procedure to estimate the parameters will be presented. The resulting
description of the fracture behaviour with the FC model will be the basis for the
conclusions presented.

6.1

lmplementation of the FC Model

To predict the failure of various geometries using the FC model, the combination of
the FC model with the Finite Element Method (FEM) is required. However, the
implementation of the FC model in the FEM using interface elements, as presented in
chapter 2, requires a relatively large amount of CPU time and numerical instabilities
can occur [l]. These disadvantages cause problems especially in the procedure for
estimating the FC model parameters based on the experimental results, because for
this analysis a large number of calculations with different sets of parameters is required.
Such a large number of calculations is only possible if the results of one calculation can
be obtained using a relatively fast and stable implementation of the fracture model.
In this chapter an alternative approach, called the 'inverse flexibility method' will
be presented. This method is introduced by several researchers [2-4], and makes use
of the superposition principle. The 'inverse flexibility method' is applicable for small
deformations and rotations (geometrically linear problems) and assumes the material
behaviour outside the crack path to behave in a linear elastic manner. The mechanica}
response of the structure incorporating the FC model and the appropriate boundary
conditions, can be predicted by using the superposition principle on the (linear elastic)
parts of the structure (Figure 6.1).
Because the parameters of the FC model will be estimated using the P - CMOD
curves of the geometries tested, the displacements, strains and stresses in the interior
of the structure are not required in this procedure. This allows the elimination of
the degrees of freedom of the interior nodes from the set of equations. Modelling a
structure with the FEM results in a set of equations, relating the nodal displacements
;.c with the nodal forces l through the stiffness matrix S [5]:
S;.c

l.

(6.1)

The columns ;.c and l are divided into four parts: a part with the internal nodes i, a
part with the crack path nodes c, a part b including the kinematic boundary conditions
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p

p

+

=

Figure 6.1 Superposition principle in the 'inverse flexibility method'.

and a part p associated with the external loads. The following procedure is valid only
for linear elastic rnaterial behaviour and linear kinematic boundary conditions. In that
case, partitioning the column x yields:
(6.2)

so that equation (6.1) can be rewritten as:

[!: !: !: ~] [~]
Sic

Sip

S;b

S;;

"'·

[ll:] .

(6.3)

.

The nodal displacernents Xi can be elirninated because the nodal forces l; associated
with these internal nodes are zero. This leads to the following expression for the internal
displacements x;:
(6.4)

Back-substitution in equation (6.3) yields:

Gv=t,

(6.5)

with
(6.6)
and

v

[xr x~ xf(

t =

[l~ l~

lrJ

T .

(6.7)
(6.8)
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After substitution of the prescribed displacements xb in equation (6.5), this equation
can be rewritten into a set of equations containing only the nodal displacements of the
crack profile and the external loads. The problem to be solved can then be formulated
as [2-4]:

f=Ku+Hp

(6.9)

where f is a column with forces acting on the nodes along the crack with displacements
given in column u, and pis a column with external forces acting on the structure. The
matrices K and H are obtained from a single linear elastic finite element calculation
by condensing out all internal nodes and substituting the prescribed displacements,
thus obtaining a small set of equations.
As indicated in chapter 2, the relative displacement vector u at the crack surface
consists of a mode I opening component Un, and a mode II sliding component U5 •
Due to the mode I loading occurring in the test geometries and the uncoupling of
the normal and tangential stresses and displacements, the mode II stiffness Dss is
redundant and set equal to zero. With the constitutive model o-n( un) associated with
the FC model, equation (6.9) can be solved. The stress values u n at the crack-path
nodes are translated to the required forces f at those nodes by nodal lumping [6].
With the constitutive relation o-n( un) two unknown properties remain: the displacements un, and the external force(s) p. For the additional constraints required to
solve the equations, several choices can be made. For the traditional modelling with
interface elements the external force p or associated displacements up are prescribed.
This approach is difficult to use because the sizes of the successive load-steps in the
incremental procedure are unknown. This often leads to undesired divergence of the
required iterative process when the step sizes are not chosen correctly.
In the present method the position of the crack tip is prescribed. In successive steps
the crack tip is shifted from node to node thus simulating a propagating crack. At the
crack tip the crack opening Un equals zero, and the nominal stress O"n equals the tensile
strength ft of the material. With this additional boundary condition, equation (6.9)
can be solved using a Newton-Raphson iterative procedure. This procedure turns out
to be numerically stable [2-4].

6.2

Types of softening curves

For the o-n( un) relationship numerous choices can be made. Due to the softening
behaviour of the refractory ceramics, the analysis is restricted to curves with a softening
behaviour, that is with a decreasing bridging stress O"n for an increasing crack opening
Un. In this chapter three different curves will be investigated: the linear softening
curve, the power-law softening curve and the bi-linear softening curve. The shapes and
associated parameters for these three softening curves are illustrated in Figure 6.2.
The constitutive equations for the three softening curves and the resulting value for
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linear
" power-law n=3
- bi-linear

'

'

Figure 6.2 Chosen softening curves with associated parameters.

the fracture energy G 1

Jandun, are presented in equations (6.10) to (6.15).

.

lmear:

<1n

=

{

!t 1- -Un)
O(
Ucr

(6.10)
if 1Ln >

Ucr

(6.11)

2

power-law:

<1n

=

ft
O

{

(1- ~)n 0:S:
if

Un :S: Ucr

Ucr

if Un >

(6.12)

Ucr

(6.13)

ft(l

bi-linear:

<1n

=

l

f3

1

~Un~

(i

Cl'.

0

_ ftUcr(a+f3)
G 12

6.3

Cl'.

Ucr

(6.14)

Un
Ucr

if Un >

Ucr

(6.15)

Dimensional analysis

For the parameter sensitivity studies of the FC model the use of dimensionless parameters is preferred. The introduction of dimensionless parameters reduces the number
of required calculations, and can help to identify the effect of the individual model
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parameters. The FC model can be written in dimensionless form as is shown in this
section.
The equations to be solved in the FC model is the set of equations (6.9) as introduced in the previous section:

f=Ku+Hp.

(6.16)

Dimensionless parameters can be introduced by making use of the model parameters ft
(tensile strength) and Ucr (critical crack opening displacement), the geometry parameters a0 (initial crack length) and b (thickness of specimen), and the Young's modulus
E. The following dimensionless parameters can then be introduced:

f

f

(6.17)

ftbao
u
Ucr

û

(6.18)

K

k

(6.19)

Eb
H

ÎI

(6.20)

p

i>

(6.21)

ftbao

(6.22)
Introducing these dimensionless parameters in equation (6.16) yields:
1

A

f

A

A

= Fi Kû+Hf>

(6.23)

with the dimensionless parameter:
Fi-- ao
2lch

(6.24)

incorporating the characteristic length lch defined by:

l

_ Eucr _EG!
ch - 2ft - J? .

(6.25)

The characteristic length parameter lch was already introduced by Hillerborg [7] in his
original paper on the FC .model. This length parameter is a material parameter and
an indication for the size of the process zone. The definition of lch is very similar to
the definition of the thermal stress damage resistance parameter R'"' introduced in
chapter 1:

R""

=

EG1

Jl(l - Il)'

(6.26)

Some representative values of lch, Ucr, ft and E, associated with materials often
modelled using the FC model, are presented in Table 6.1 [8].
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Table 6.1 Representative material parameters .
material

• !t

Ucr

• Atomie bonding
Mortar/cement
Polymer craze zone
Shear crack in rocks
3D polymer composites in tension
1

[mm]

[MPa]

10-7
10-2 - 10-1
10-3

104

1
1

10

1
10
102
103

E
[GPa]
102

lcli

10
1
102

10 2 - 103
10-1

10

10 - 102

[mm]
10-7

103

The parameters used in the FC model to describe the process zone, can be transferred to dirnensionless parameters in a similar way using 0-n = <Tn/ ft and Ûn un/Ucr·
For the linear softening model this results in the dimensionless relation:
(6.27)
and similarly for the power-law softening model:
0-n

= (1

Ûnt

(6.28)

and for the bi-linear softening model:
0-n

1 - j3

1- - - Û n
a:

(6.29)

(6.30)
With the introduction of the dimensionless formulation of the FC model a reduction
of the number of parameters is obtained. For the calculation of the response of the system with the linear softening model only the influence of one dimensionless parameter
(Fi) on the dimensionless responses needs to be evaluated. The original dimensional
description requires several parameters Uti Ucn E, b ), so a substantial reduction in
the number of parameters is obtained.
The influence of the dimensionless parameter F1 on the dimensionless response of
the FC model is illustrated in Figure 6.3a. These curves are associated with a WOL
geometry (a 0 /d
0.25), see Figure 3.1, and are calculated using the linear softening
FC model. Figure 6.3b represents the associated dimensional response with E = 23. 7
GPa, a0 = 30 mm and b 30 mm.
Figure 6.3 indicates that the value of the non-dimensional parameter F 1 is a measure
for the brittleness of the response. An increase in F 1 causes an increase in the brittleness
of the calculated response.

6.4
6.4.1

Estimation of the FC model parameters
Determination of the response surfaces

For the estimation of the values of the parameters present in the FC model, comparison
of experimental and numerical results is necessary. The calculated P - CMOD curve
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'.\000

= 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05

F1

z

0.5

°"
0

2000

1000

JO

0

éMOD[-]
(a) Nondimensional response.

Figure 6.3

= 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05

0

2

0

CMOD [mm]

(b) Dimensional response.

Influence of the nondimensional parameter F 1 on the nondimensional
and dimensional response for a WOL specimen with a 0 = 0.25.

using the parameters of the chosen FC model must resemble the measured P CMOD
curves. Because evaluation of the complete P - CMOD curve for each specimen is
cumbersome, a discrete number of characteristic results is extracted from these curves.
The FC model parameters will be estimated on the basis of these characteristic results.
The characteristic experimental results respectively the response variables chosen for
the parameter estimation are illustrated in Figure 6.4.

O.lPmax

CMOD(Pmax)
CMOD

CMOD(0.1Pmax)

Figure 6.4 Characteristic experimental results.

These four response variables are the maximum force Pmax, the CMOD at maximum
force CMODpm=' the CMOD at 10 percent of the maximum force CMODo.iPm= and
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the area A:

A

=

CM071Pmax p d( CMOD).

(6.31)

0

In order to estimate the parameters the response (Pmax, CMODpm••' ... ) of the
FC model with variation of the parameters Ut, Ucr, ... ) is required. This response
must be determined from calculations with the FC model. For a specific geometry
(e.g. a WOL specimen) the response is calculated fora certain range of the FC model
parameters resulting in four response surfaces, one for each response variable. Using
the dimensionless formulation of the FC model the actual number of calculations is
greatly reduced. Figure 6.5 is an example of the obtained response surface for the
maximum force Pmax with variation of the FC model parameters, where Figure 6.5a
is the actually calculated dimensionless response, and Figure 6.5b is an example of a
dimensional response obtained from Figure 6.5a using the parameters E = 23.7 GPa,
a0
30 mm and b = 30 mm.

4000

"" 2000
d

~

0
7

0.6

0

0

H
(a) Nondimensional response surface.

Figure 6.5

6.4.2

(b) Dimensional response surface.

Nondimensional and dimensional response surfacc for the calculated
maximum force Pmax for a WOL specimen with ao 0.25 using the
linear FC model.

Determination of the FC model parameters

vVith the obtained description of the response surfaces for the various geometries, the
FC model parameters associated with the different materials can be determined from
the measured responses. The model parameters are estimated using a x2-minimisation
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procedure [9]. The x2 -sum is defined as:

x2 = LN

Pmax(w)
(-

i=l

- Pmaxi

CMODPmax(w) )2 + (----2

CMODo.1Pma•(w) - CMODo.1Pma•i) + (A(w) (

)2 +

IYCMODPmaxi

<Ypmare;

-----

CMODPmax,

O' CMODo.tPmaz;

A;)

2

(6.32)

O' A;

with:
N

nmnber of measurements,
FC model parameters Ut, ucr, ... ),
estimated maximum force associated with the model
parameters w,
estimated CMOD at maximum force associated with
the model parameters w,
estimated CMOD at 10 percent of the maximum force
CMODo.lPm""(w)
associated with the model parameters w,
A(w) = estimated area associated with the model parameters w,
standard deviation of the measured maximum forces,
(Jpma:.ci
standard deviation of the measured CMOD's at Pmax,
O'CMODpm••;
= standard deviation of the measured CMOD's at 10 per(]' CMODo.IPmax;
cent of the maximum force,
<Y A, = standard deviation of the measured area.

w
Fmax(w)

-----

This least-squares minimisation is performed using the symbolic programming language
MATLAB [10], with the use of a Simplex search algorithm. The aim is to find an
absolute minimum of the function within the calculated range of w.
Using the x2-minimisation, for a 'good' model, the minimum value of x2 should
be approximately equal to the number of degrees of freedom v of the minimisation
problem:
(6.33)

where #( w) is the number of model parameters to be estimated. In this case the
residue can be explained by the scatter in the measurements and not by an incorrect
model. From the distribution of the Ax 2 contours the confidence limits of the fitted
parameters can be determined [9].

6.5
6.5.1

Experimental and numerical results
Numerical procedures

The FC model parameters for the four materials have been estimated according to
the procedure described above. The results of one material, Teoxit, will be used in
this chapter as example. The value of the Young's modulus E is determined from the
measured initial curve in the P - CMOD curves of the WOL specimens by comparing
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this slope with the slope of the FEM analysis. In this FEM analysis a plane stress
situation is assumed with an assumed Poisson ratio v = 0.25. The resulting value
23.7 GPa) is kept constant, and is subsequently not
for the Young's modulus (E
used as parameter in the minimisation procedure. The three types of softening curves
presented in section 6.2 will be evaluated on their ability to describe the measured
P - CMOD curves.

6.5.2

Estimating the FC model parameters from the WOL measurements

The response surfaces for the three softening curves were calculated for the WOL
geometry and the largest (L x d x b = 200 x 50 x 30 mm 3 ) SENB geometry. An
estimation for the FC model parameters was obtained using the experimental results
of the WOL geometry (o:0 = 0.25, 0.5) and the presented least-squares minimisation
procedure. The values for the parameters with confidence limits (95 %) and residual
squares sum obtained for the material Teoxit in case of the three softening models are
listed in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 FC model parameters for the three different softening curves.
Parameter

Units

ft

[MPa]
[mm]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[N/m]
[-]
[-]

Ucr

n
a

f3
G1

min(x 2 )
1/

Linear
3.5 ± 0.1
0.099 ± 0.004
1

Power-law
5.2 ± 0.2
0.50
0.02
14 ± 1

175
60.1
38

1

Bi-linear
5.5 ± 0.2
0.23
0.009
0.18 ± 0.01
0.098 ± O.Gl
176
45.7
36

175
41.1
37

Figure 6.6 is a graphical illustration of the estimated softening curves.
Although the tensile strength ft and the critica! crack opening Ucr vary for the different softening curves, the fracture energy G 1 calculated from the FC model parameters
according to expressions (6.11), (6.13) and (6.15), is approximately constant.
The resulting values for the characteristic length parameter lch introduced in section 6.3, are listed in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3 Characteristic length parameter
linear
[mm]
lch

332

power-law
[mm]
152

lch

for Teoxit.

bi-linear
[mm]
136

The obtained values for lch are relatively large and comparable with the values for
mortar, cement and concrete in Table 6.1. Compared with these values, the sizes of the
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Un

Figure 6.6

[mm]

Estimated softening curves for Teoxit based upon the WOL measurements (a0 = 0.25 and ao 0.5).

test geometries used are relatively small. This results in situations where the process .
zone extends over the whole size of the specimen. This phenomenon is visualised in
Figure 6.7, where the development of the process zone in the WOL geometry (a0
0.25) and the SENB geometry (a0 = 0.25) according to the power-law FC model
parameters is presented. In these figures the nominal stress distribution along the
crack path is shown for various positions of the crack tip.
JO

10

Pmax

7.5

7

ll..

::E

"'

2.5

2.5
0

~

b

0

-2.5

-2.5

-5

-5

-7.5

Pmax

7.5

ft

30

0

60

y [mm]
(a) WOL ao

Figure 6. 7

= 0.25

90

120

-7.5

initial notch
0

12.5

25

37.5

50

y[mm]
(b) SENB ao

= 0.25

Resulting stress distribution for the WOL and SENB geometry (L x
d x b = 200 x 50 x 30 mm 3 ) at various crack tip positions when using
the power-law softening FC model.

The estimated P - CMOD curves for the WOL geometry using the three different
softening curves are shown together with the experimental results in Figure 6.8.
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linear
power-law
· - bi-linear

2000

-

linear
- - power-law
- bi-linear

1000

~ experiments

0.4

0.6

0.8

CMOD [mm]
(a) o:o

Figure 6.8

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

CMOD [mm]

= 0.25

{b) o:o

= 0.5

Fitted P CMOD curves using the three different softening curves
0.25 and ao
0.5) together with the
for a WOL specimen (ao
obtained range in experimental curves.

From Figure 6.8 it is clear that the FC model can describe the experimentally observed
P CMOD curves of the WOL geometry within the experimental scatter. Comparing
the calculated response of the three different softening curves indicates that the powerlaw constitutive equation gives the best results with a residual squares sum very close
to the number of degrees of freedom. Employing the power-law equation instead of
the linear equation results in a substantial reduction of the residual squares sum. The
bi-linear softening curve, however, does not give a better estimate although this model
has one additional parameter compared with the power-law model.
With the FC model parameters fitted on the experimental WOL results, predictions
can be made for the other geometries tested, thus getting an indication of the practicability of the fracture model. For the largest SENB's the CMOD's are measured, soa
comparison of the predicted P CMOD curves and the measured P CMOD curves
is possible for these geometries. The predicted and measured .P - CMOD curves for
this SENB geometry with two different initial notch lengths (a0 = 0.25 and a 0 = 0.75)
are shown in Figure 6.9.
From Figure 6.9 it appears that the dissipated energy in these measurements is lower
than the value according to the numerical predictions. This effect seems to increase
for geometries with a shorter ligament length (l d a0 ). According to the FC model
the Work-of-Fracture ( WOF) is constant and equal to the fracture energy G f of the
model:
WOF=

f Pdu
b·(d-ao)

Frorn Figures 6.8 and 6.9 it appears that the assurnption of constant fracture energy
is not correct. The WOF decreases for shorter ligament lengths (l = d a0 ,) resulting
in a difference between the FC model predictions and the experirnental results.
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~
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%/,://,
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0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

CMOD [mm]
(a) a 0

Figure 6.9

6.5.3

CMOD [mm]

= 0.25

(b) a 0

= 0.75

Predicted P- CMOD curves fot two SENB specimens (a0 = 0.25 and
no 0.75) using the three different softening curves together with the
obtained range in experimental curves.

Estimating the FC model parameter from the results of the
individual geometries

The dependency of the fracture energy G f upon the ligament length l of the specimen
becomes clearer if the FC model parameters are estimated upon the experimental
results of the individual geometries. The resulting FC parameter values for the material
Teoxit, using the power-law softening equation, are presented in Table 6.4.
From Table 6.4 it is clear that the value for the apparent fracture energy is strongly
dependent upon the ligament length of the tested geometry. This phenomenon of
non-constant fracture energy has also been investigated for the other three refractory
ceramics under investigation, using the same procedure. A similar dependency of the
fracture energy is found for the other three materials tested. Figure 6.10 shows the
resulting dependency of the apparent fracture energy upon the ligament length, for all
Table 6.4

FC parameters of Teoxit estimated using the experimental results of
individual geometries.
geometry
1

WOL no 0.25
WOL ao =0.5
SENB ao = 0.25
. SENB a 0 = 0.5
SENB no= 0.75
1

ft
[MPa]
5.0
6.4
4.9
4.4
5.2

:

a,

1lcr

n

[mm]

[-]

[N/m]

0.53
0.41
0.36
0.46
0.21

14
15
12
15
11

176
163
136

127
1
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the materials tested.

ligament length l [mm]
Figure 6.10 Apparent fracture energy as function of the ligament length.

This phenomenon of non-constant fracture energy calculated from the WOF has
also been reported in some literature in the field of concrete fracture [11-14]. The
reported dependency in this literature is similar, but often not so pronounced as the
obtained results presented in Figure 6.10.
The physical reason for the observed dependency of G1 is probably the fact that
the tested specimen sizes are relatively small in comparison to the size of the process
zone, and the size of the grains. As indicated in chapter 1, standard homogenisation
techniques fail when the relevant features of the mesostructure become relatively large
in comparison to the size of the macro-level. In that case the size of the components
of the mesostructure should be taken into account in the constitutive modelling on
macro-scale. The principle of local action no longer holds due to interactions at the
meso-level, and an additional material length parameter must be introduced in the
constitutive modelling.
A possible other explanation of a non-constant apparent fracture energy is the
transition from a plane strain to a plane stress situation. In metal fracture this is
a well-documented effect where this transition causes a different plastic deformation
zone, resulting in a K1c dependency [15]. However, from the experimental results of
the SENB geometry with varying width, presented in chapter 4, it is clear that this
transition cannot fully explain the observed dependency of the fracture energy. The
effect of the width of the beam tested on the measured maximum forces and WOL
is 10 % maximum, whereas the observed change in fracture energy in the refractory
ceramics is a factor of 2.
From Figure 6.10 it appears that Gf evolves to a constant level for larger ligament
lengths (l > 120 mm), indicating the existence of a characteristic length parameter.
This also implies that the existing FC model is applicable for geometries with a larger
ligament length but not applicable for shorter ligament lengths.
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Comparison with R-curve behaviour

The dependency of the fracture energy upon the specimen size, as presented in the previous section, is fundamentally different from the description of the fracture behaviour
using a R,KR-curve approach. With a R-curve modelling of the fracture behaviour it
is possible to obtain a constant WOF, but also a non-constant WOF. This is caused
by the fact that in the R-curve model no assumptions are made for the existence of a
process zone, and the stresses in this process zone.
The FC model results in a constant fracture energy as calculated from the WOF,
but still predicts R-curve behaviour. In order to investigate the difference between
the R-curve approach and the FC model approach, the results of the FC model are
presented as KR-curves. From the calculations presented in the previous section in
Figures 6.8 and 6.9, the resulting KR-curves are extracted [16, 17]. These KR-curves are
shown in Figure 6.11, where Figure 6.lla displays the original KR-curve as dependent
upon absolute crack propagation ~a, and Figure 6.llb the I<wcurve as dependent
upon relative crack propagation ~et, as suggested by Lutz et al. [18] in order to obtain
material characteristic I<wcurves.
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Predicted KR~curves for the WOL and SENB geometries using the
power-law FC model.

From Figure 6.11 it is clear that the J<R-curve predicted with the FC model is
very pronounced, but not a material parameter because the shape is highly geometry
dependent. ldentical J<R-curves with a strong increase of the fracture toughness with
crack propagation have been reported for large scale bridging in brittle matrix composites [19]. As an example in Figure 6.12 the experimental I<wcurves as measured by
Zok and Hom [19] for differently sized Compact Tension specimens made of PMMA/ Al
composite material are presented.
The specific shapes of the KR-curves presented in Figure 6.11 are caused by the
development of the size of the process zone. Because the specimen sizes are relatively
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Measured KR-curves for differently sized CT specimens made from
a PMMA/Al cornposite. After Zok and Hom [19].

small compared to the characteristic length parameter lch, the process zone is never
fully developed during the calculation. In case the process zone is fully developed and
remains of equal length, the energy dissipated per unit crack length is constant, equal
to the fracture energy value Gf of the FC model, resulting in a plateau in the K wcurve.
This phenomenon is investigated by calculating the Kwcurves associated with much
more brittle material behaviour. Increasing the tensile strength ft results in a lower
characteristic length lch and subsequently in a smaller process zone. The characteristic
length parameter lch is decreased in such a way that the fracture energy Gf remains
constant. The influence on the resulting KR-curve is illustrated in Figure 6.13 for the
WOL geometry with o:0
0.25. To obtain a Kwcurve with a plateau, a substantial
12r;::::==============::::;-~~~~--,
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· lch = 9.4 mm
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Figure 6.13 lnfluence of lch upon the type of KR-curve.

decrease of the characteristic length parameter
factor 16 an almost fiat Kwcurve is obtained.

lch

is required. For a decrease with a
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Conclusions

In this chapter an efficient method to estimate the FC model parameters associated
with the investigated materials has been introduced. Using the presented parameter
estimation procedure it is possible to describe the experimentally observed P CMOD
curves with the FC model. The numerical curves are within the scatter of the experimental results. The power-law softening equation gives the best results. Due to the
observed dependency of the fracture energy upon the ligament length of the geometry,
the predicted P- CMOD curves for the shorter ligament lengths show a larger energy
dissipation than the measured curves.
The results indicate that an additional material length parameter should be introduced in the constitutive equations. This length parameter should describe the
nonlocal interactions at meso-level and must therefore be related to a characteristic
measure of the microstructure at meso-level. In the next chapter this additional material length parameter will be introduced in the FC model using a method similar to
the formulation of the Gradient Enhanced CDM model, introduced in chapter 2.
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The Gradient Enhanced
Fictitious Crack model

In this chapter a new fracture model, based on the FC model, will be introduced.
In order to describe the size dependency of the fracture energy as obtained in the
previous chapter, an additional length parameter will be introduced in the constitutive
description of the FC model. The resulting model has been designated the Gradient
Enhanced Fictitious Crack (GEFC) model, for reasons which will become clear in this
chapter.
The implementation and the numerical behaviour of the GEFC model will be presented and discussed. The GEFC model is subsequently employed to describe the
fracture behaviour of the materials investigated.

7.1

Definition of the GEFC model

The higher order CDM models introduced in chapters 2 and 5, the Nonlocal CDM and
Gradient Enhanced CDM model, both incorporate a material length parameter which
controls the nonlocal interactions, and subsequently regularises the strain localisation.
Although the higher order CDM models were originally developed in order to overcome
the problems associated with strain localisation, in recent years the idea that at a
certain level nonlocal interactions indeed occur, has gained many followers.
In the FC model, due to the definition of a localised crack, there is no need for strain
regularisation, so no attempts have been made so far to introduce nonlocal interactions
in the FC model. However, the results obtained in the previous chapter, together
with the consensus that nonlocal interactions do occur at meso-level, indicate that
the introduction of a material length scale in the FC model is a worthwhile attempt.
With the introduction of a material length parameter a link with the microstructure
of the material ·can be made. A relation between the material length parameter and
the rnicrostructure of the rnaterial can provide useful information for improvement of
the materials investigated.
The method chosen for the irnplementation of a rnaterial length parameter in the
FC model employs an approach similar to the method employed in the GECDM model.
The advantage of using a gradient detinition, instead of a nonlocal definition, is that
with the gradient formulation it is possible to maintain a local implementation which
is very similar to the classica! implementation. This advantage was already shown in
chapter 2 for the GECDM model, and will become clear for the GEFC model in the
remaining part of this chapter.
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In the Gradient Enhanced CDM model, the rate of damage evolution is determined
by a strain measure
which is defined as [1,2]:
(7.1)
where E::eq is a characteristic strain measure defining compatible strain fields, and c is
an additional length parameter infiuencing the width of the damage zone.
In the FC model the assumption is made that the damage zone consists of a localised
crack with a process zone, resulting in the crack geometry with bridging stresses, as
illustrated in Figure 7.1.
y

Un

x

+

_:"__s;inm o!Mt.ic
i...------

crack
process zone
Figure 7.1 Geometry of localised crack.

In the standard FC model the bridging stresses O-n in a certain point x along the
crack face, are solely determined by the crack opening Un normal to the crack face in
that point (see section 2.3):

(7.2)
In the GEFC model an effective measure ün of the crack opening is introduced which
incorporates not only the crack opening, but also the gradient of the crack opening in
a way sirnilar to equation (7.1):

(7.3)
with ,\ the parameter that takes into account the infiuence of nonlocal interactions.
The bridging stresses O-n are made dependent upon this effective measure Ün of the
crack opening:

(7.4)
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For À= 0, the GEFC model of equations (7.3) and (7.4) reduces to the standard FC
model.
For a physical meaning of the length parameter À, a relation should exist between
À and some relevant measure of the microstructure of the material. Such a measure
could be the average
size of the material. In section 7.6 the correlation between
the length parameter >. and relevant measures of the microstructure is discussed.

7.2

Implementation of the GEFC model

The combination of the GEFC model with the FEM is required in order to describe
the propagating crack for arbitrary geometries. Two different implementations of the
GEFC model are discussed in this section. The first implementation employs the
superposition principle, in a way sirnilar to the implementation of the FC model in the
previous chapter. This method of implementation is advantageous for the estimation of
the GEFG model parameter upon the experimental results due to the limited amount
of CPU time required. The second implementation uses interface elements to simulate
the crack path which is a more general procedure allowing the combination of the
GEFC model with more complex loading conditions.

7.2.1

Superposition principle

The implementation of the GEFC model employing the superposition principle is very
similar to the method presented in section 6.1. The difference with the standard FC
model is the fact that in the GEFC model, the gradient of the crack opening profile
\7un must be determined, and subsequently used for the calculation of the bridging
stresses O"n. The gradient for each node along the crack path is determined by a finite
difference method:

-1 Un(Xj+1)
2

- Un(Xj)

Xj+l -

Xj

+1

~~~~~~-

2

(7.5)

with the notations according to Figure 7.2.
y

crack tip

Figure 7.2 Definition of crack nodes and crack openings.

Because at the crack tip a, the slope of the crack profile and the crack opening
displacement equal zero, the effective displacement Un equals zero and the stress at the
crack tip equals a"(un 0) = ft by definition.
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7.2.2

Interface elements

A more general combination of the GEFC model with the FEM uses interface elements [3]. The quadratic six-noded line interface element (Figure 5.5), introduced in
section 5.3.1, will be modified in order to meet the GEFC constitutive equations.
Due to the concentration of this work on mode I fracture, the formulation of the
mode II displacernents as and shear stresses T will not be discussed. The mode I nodal
displacement vector an of displacements normal to the interface surface can be defined:

a2n a3n a4n asn a6JT
n

[aln

(7.6)

where the superscript T denotes the transpose of the column. A continuous displacement field along the interface Vn is defined as:

(7.7)
where the superscripts land u indicate the lower and upper side of the interface respectively. The continuous displacement field can be derived from the nodal displacement
vector with the aid of the interpolation polynomials N 1,2,3 , resulting in:

(7.8)
where the matrix H contains the interpolation polynomials

(7.9)
For the determination of the stresses <Tn across the interface, the crack opening un is
required, which equals the difference in displacements between the upper and lower
interface surface. A continuous relative displacement field un across the interface can
be derived if an operator column L is introduced:
L

= [-1 l].

(7.10)

The relative displacement vector Un is now obtained from the continuous displacement
field Vn:

(7.11)
which finally results in the relation between the nodal displacements an and the relative
displacement field Un:
(7.12)
with
(7.13)
For the determination of the gradient of the crack opening displacement field, a
method similar to the formulation of strains in regular continuum elements is applied.
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The strains in two-dimensional continuum elements are calculated from the nodal displacements through the derivative of the interpolation functions. For two-dimensional
plane stress elements this results in:
äNa
8x

[,"l

=

êyy

2E:xy

0

äNa

0

8Na
8y

[~:]

(7.14)

with Xa and Ya the nodal displacements in x and y direction respectively. In case of
the G EFC model the gradient of the crack opening profile is defined as:

OUn

8N2
8x

8x

8N3] an.
8x

(7.15)

The actual implementation of theinterface element uses an isoparametric representation of the interpolation functions. For an arbitrarily orientated interface element
where the local coordinate system does not coincide with the global coordinate system,
a transition from the global to the local coordinate system is required. The global ·
matrix B 9 bas to be transformed to the local matrix B1 using a rotation matrix R:
B 1 = B 9 RT (see Schellekens [3]).

7.3

Inf:luence of the parameter

À

on the fracture behaviour

The additional parameter À in the GEFC model influences the predicted fracture behaviour. Keeping all the other GEFC parameters constant and increasing À will, fora
specific geometry, result in a decrease of stresses in the process zone because the effective measure ûn will increase. In Figure 7.3 this effect is visualised at a specific crack
tip position for the WOL geometry with a:0 = 0.25, and the FC power-law parameters
ft, Ucr and n as obtained in chapter 6 for Teoxit.
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Figure 7.3 Infiuence of

À

upon the stresses in the process zone.
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With the introduction of parameter >. in the constitutive relationship, it is expected
to achieve a dependency of the calculated fracture behaviour upon the value of >.. This
dependency of the calculated fracture energy has been investigated using a SENB
geometry with a span-to-depth ratio of L/d = 4. Ligament lengths (l d- a 0 ) from 3
to 200 mm were obtained by varying the notch length a 0 , as well as the total height d
of the beam. Identical values for the ligament lengths but with different combinations
of a0 and d, resulted in the same calculated values for the fracture energy (for of course
different P - CMOD curves). The G1 values calculated fora range of À values from 0
to 10 mm are illustrated in Figure 7.4. The power-law softening curve has been chosen
for the an(ün) relationship, with the estirnated parameters for the material Teoxit as
listed in Table 7.1 in the next section.
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Figure 7.4 lnfluence of

À

upon the calculated fracture energy.

From Figure 7.4 it can be concluded that the calculated dependency of the fracture
energy upon the length of ligament is similar to the measured dependency, as illustrated
in Figure 6.10.
In order to obtain a quantitative indication of the influence of>. on G f, a function
is fitted through the calculated values for G f. It appears that the presented fracture
energy values in Figure 7.4 can be described with the following equation:
(7.16)
where G 100 (>.) denotes the value for G1 for infinite l values associated with a specific
value for >., and a is a dimensionless parameter. The fit procedure resulted in high
correlation factors for all the used values of >.. The predicted dependency of Gf according to equation (7.16) is shown in Figure 7.5a. The parameters of equation (7.16)
associated with the curves in Figure 7.5a are illustrated in Figure 7.5b.
It can be concluded that parameter ais independent of À, contrary to G1 00 , which
is slightly dependent on >..
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Fitted curves and associated values for the parameters assqciated with
equation (7.16).

Fitting the GEFC model on the experimental results of
Teoxit

The new GEFC model has been evaluated with respect to its ability to describe the
fracture behaviour of the refractory ceramics. The parameters for the GEFC models
have been estimated by fitting the numerical P CMOD curves upon the measured
P-CMOD curves of the WOL and SENB specimens, using the least-squares procedure
presented in the previous chapter. The Young's modulus has been estimated from the
initial slope of the P- CMOD curves, and has been kept constant during the parameter
estimation procedure.
The results for the material Teoxit will be used in this section, as an example for
the parameter estimation procedure. In comparison with the parameter estimation
procedure for the FC model presented in the previous chapter, the GEFC parameters
in the present estimation procedure are not only based upon the WOL measurements
but also on the SENB measurements. This adjusted procedure is necessary in order to
trigger the dependency of the fracture energy, required to obtain a reliable value for
À. For the comparison of the FC and GEFC models, the FC models parameters will
also be estimated using the experimental results of the same geometries. The required
parameters will be estimated using two geometries, the WOL geometry with a relative
notch depth of 0.25 (l 90 mm) and the SENB geometry with a relative notch-depth
25 mm). With the obtained GEFC parameters the P CMOD curves of
of 0.5 (l
the other geometries can be predicted and compared with the measured curves. The
estimated parameters of the FC and GEFC models using a power-law softening curve,
based on the experimental results of the two geometries, are listed in Table 7.1.
The calculated and measured P- CMOD curves of the WOL and SENB geometry
employed for the estimation of the parameters are shown in Figure 7.6.
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Table 7.1

Estimated parameters for Teoxit based on the WOL geometry with
ao 0.25 and the SENB geometry with a 0 0.5.

FC
GEFC

ft

Ucr

n

À

[MPa]

[mm]

H

[mm]

4.0
4.7

0.44
0.80

10
14

0
9
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1
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1

~
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CMOD (mm]
(a) WOL ao
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Calculated P
CMOD curves using the FC and the GEFC model
for a WOL specimen (a0 = 0.25) and a SENB specimen (o: 0 = 0.5)
together with the obtained range in experimental curves.

Apparently hoth models are reasonable well capable of fitting the data, although
the GEFC model describes the measured data better. The predicted and measured
P
CMOD curves for the two other notch lengths of the SENB geometry (a = 0.25
and a: = 0.75), are shown in Figure 7.7. From Figure 7.7 it is clear that the use of the
standard FC model results in an incorrect prediction of the P CMOD curve for this
short ligament length. The predicted fracture energy is to high for these geometries as
a result of the constant fracture energy associated with this model. The prediction of
the P - CMOD curves using the GEFC model is, however, very close to the measured
response. With the GEFC model the dependency of the fracture energy ( WOF) upon
the specimen size seems to be described in a correct way. Due to the introduction
of the length parameter À, a direct relation, such as expression (6.13), between the
model parameters and the fracture energy does not exist anymore. The prediction
of the fracture energy for the different geometries according to the GEFC model has
therefore been calculated by integrating the predicted P u curves. This procedure
results in a ligament length dependency of the apparent fracture energy, illustrated
together with the experimental results and the fracture energy according to the FC
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Predicted P - CMOD curves using the FC and GEFC model for a
the SENB specimens with a 0 = 0.25 and a 0 0.75 together with the
obtained range in experimental curves.

model in Figure 7.8.
From Figure 7.8 it is clear that the dependency of the fracture energy predicted by
the GEFC model is very similar to the measured dependency. To estimate the parameters from the experimental results it is, however, important to include the experimental
results of different ligament lengths in order to get a good estimate for À. The GEFC
parameters are therefore determined with the use of the complete range of experimental results from the WOL measurements to the smallest SENB measurements. The
obtained GEFC parameters for the four materials investigated are listed in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2

Estimated GEFC parameters for the four materials investigated based
upon the whole range of experimental results.

E

ft

Ucr

[GPa]
23.7
24.9
12.8
10.5

[MPa]
5.8
9.2
4.2
7.2

[mm]
0.81
0.80
0.64
0.57

n

À

H

[mln]
9
14
6
15

1

Teoxit
Leoxit
Alcorit
Ticorit

1

17
18
18
14

With the obtained set of GEFC parameters, the maximum forces of all the tested
geometries, listed in Table 3.1, can be predicted and compared to the measured forces.
These predictions are illustrated in Figure 7.9 by means of a size effect graph, comparable with the figures presented in chapter 5.
From the comparison between the FC and GEFC model based upon the maximum
forces only, as presented in Figure 7.9, it is concluded that both models can describe
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Measured and calculated fracture energy values for Teoxit as a function of the ligament length l.
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Figure 7.9

Measured and predicted size effect response for Teoxit using the
GEFC and FC models. The line represent the LEFM size effect
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the measured size effect. The residual squares sum of the least-squares minimisation
procedure employed to estimate the parameters shows, however, a decrease of 40%
when the GEFC model is applied instead of the FC model. The GEFC model gives
a much better description of the softening tail resulting in a proper description of the
size dependency of the fracture energy. The GEFC model presents a better description
of the overall fracture behaviour of the material.

7.5

Comparison ofGEFC model predictions with the Hentschel
measurements

The measurements with the Hentschel Random Access Tracking system presented in
chapters 3 and 4, will be employed to compare the measured crack profiles with the
profiles predicted by the GEFC model. In the Hentschel measurements specimens from
the material Alcorit were eva.luated, so the GEFC model parameters associated with
this material will be used. These model parameters are estimated upon the WOL
(no 0.25) measurements and the SENB (no= 0.5) measurements. The fitted GEFC
model parameters, associated with Alcorit are listed in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3

Estimated GEFC parameters for Alcorit based on the WOL geometry
with a 0 = 0.25 and the SENB geometry with a 0 = 0.5.

GEFC

ft

Ucr

[MPa]

[mm]
0.49

3.8

n
[-]
10

À

[mm]

12

The experimental and numerical results for the WOL geometry with o- 0 = 0.25, will
be used for the comparison. Unfortunately only one useful rneasurement of the crack
opening displacernents was obtained with the Hentschel system. The comparison of
the experimental and numerical displacements are therefore only an indication of the
correctness of the predicted crack profiles.
In the Hentschel measurement the crack opening displacements were measured at
11 discrete points along the crack path (Figure 3.5). Figure 7.10 displays two different
representations of the experimental and numerical results. In Figure 7. lOa the crack
opening versus applied force of three discrete points along the crack path is displayed;
at the initial notch tip (x
0 mm), at 25 mm below the notch tip (x
25 rnrn), and
at 50 mm below the notch tip (x = 50 mm). Figure 7.lOb shows the crack profile at
three different positions in time of the crack tip.
The numerical crack opening profiles in Figure 7.lüb show a relatively good qualitative resemblance with the experimental results. The shape of the experimental and
numerical softening tails in Figure 7.lOa is identical, and the absolute values of the
measured and predicted curves are in the same range, keeping in mind that only one
experimental measurement is used.
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Comparison of experimental and numerical crack openings for a
WOL specimen with ao = 0.25 made of Alcorit.

Relationship of the material length parameter ,\ with microstructural measures

The material length parameter À should be correlated with some characteristic measure of the microstructure of the material. To investigate this correlation the GEFC
parameters will be compared with the obtained results of the microstructure analysis
on meso-level of the materials Teoxit, Leoxit and Alcorit as presented in chapter 4. The
GEFC parameters are estimated upon the complete range of specimen sizes tested. In
Table 7.4 the microstructural measures and the length parameters associated with the
GEFC models are listed for the three materials.
Table 7.4 Correlation of GEFC parameters with microstructural measures.
units

Teoxit

Microstruct ure

mean intercept length
mean free path

µm

163
430

GEFC

À

mm
mm

lch

.\/mil

µm

-

9

182
57

Leoxit
181

375
14
113
76

Alcorit

122
390
6
103
53

1

A positive correlation between the mean intercept length and the rnaterial length
parameter À seems to exist. It should be noted, however, that there is no independent
determination of the parameter À. The parameter À is an additional parameter in
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the least-squares mînirnisation procedure and is therefore highly dependent upon the
choice of the experimental results.

7. 7

Conclusions

The GEFC model introduced in this chapter încorporates nonlocal interactions into the
standard FC model, using the gradient of the crack profile. The predicted dependency
of the fracture energy, calculated from the WOF, is very similar to the measured
dependency. The GEFC model is the first model which is shown to be capable of
describing this phenomenon of non-constant fracture energy.
The measured fracture response of Teoxit, and the other three investigated materials, can be predicted with the GEFC model. The difference between the measured
maximum forces and the predicted ones, is usually less than 10 %.
No conclusions can be made regarding the relation of the nonlocal parameter À with
the microstructure of the material. This is caused by the fact that four different materials are investigated which combine different chemica! compositions with only minor
changes in the microstructural characteristics. Both the composition of the material as
well as the grain size can infiuence the value of the nonlocal GEFC parameter À. For a
proper investigation into this correlation the employment of a model material could be
very useful. With such a model material the microstructural measures could be varied
without changing the composition of the material.
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Application of the
G EFC model: thermal shock

8

With the GEFC model derived in the previous chapter the thermal shock response of
the refractory ceramics will be predicted. A thermo-(fracture-)mechanical approach
similar to previous work of Jin and Mai [l] and Cotterell [2] will be employed. The
difference between these works and the present modelling is the introduction of the
GEFC model and the use of the FEM to calculate the transient temperature fields and
the resulting crack initiation and propagation. Employing the FEM combined with
the GEFC model, a more genera! method for solving the thermo-mechanical problems is introduced, capable of predicting the thermal shock response of kiln furniture
components.

8.1

Thermal shock experiments

Several experiments for the characterisation of the thermal shock response of materials
are possible. The requirements for such a thermal shock test should be:
• Quantitative evaluation of the transient temperature field, e.g. rneasuring the
ternperatures inside the specimen as a function of time with the use of thermocouples.
• Relatively severe thermal shock conditions should be possible in order to investigate the thermal shock resistant refractories.
Two commonly employed experirnents to characterise the thermal shock behaviour of
cerarnics, quench experirnents and disk irradiation experiments, will be discussed in.
this section.
Water quench experiments are the most frequently used thermal shock experirnents [3-{l]. In these experiments the specimen is heated up slowly in a furnace to
a uniform temperature T1 and subsequently dropped into a quenching media with a
(lower) temperature T0 . The residual bending strength a, of the bars is measured as
function of the severity of thermal shock /j.T
(T1 - T0 ). The heat flux q at the
boundary of the specimen equals:
(8.1)

with h the heat transfer coefficient and Tb the temperature of the surface. The ratio
of the thermal conductance at the surface to the thermal conductivity kof the solid is
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known as the dirnensionless Biot nurnber Bi:

Bi= hd

(8.2)

k

with d the characteristic size of the specimen, for exarnple half the height of a beam.
For large Biot nurnbers (Bi > 100) the surface of the specimen is alrnost inunediately
reduced to the temperature of the quenching medium, resulting in severe thermal shock.
For low Biot nurnbers the internal conduction resistance is negligible in comparison with
the surface-convection resistance, resulting in a nearly uniform temperature throughout
the specimen. The second dimensionless number is the Fourier number Fo, which is a
dimensionless representation of time and indicates the speed of heating or cooling of a
solid body:
at

(8.3)

Fo= d2
with a the thermal difiusivity of the material:
k

(8.4)

a=-.
CpP

The evolution of one-dimensional heat conduction temperature profiles for increasing
Fourier number F o and for two values of the Biot number (Bi = 10, oo), is illustrated
in Figure 8.1.
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Influence of the Biot number on the development in dimensionless
time (Fo = 0.0025 - 1.0) of the one-dimensional temperature field.

The quenching medium is usually water but also other media like oil, compressed
air or fiuidised beds can be used. The use of water bas the advantage that very strong
thermal shocks are produced with a high Biot number. The use of other media will
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usually result in a lower heat transfer coefficîent h and thus a lower Biot number.
Further advantages of the quenching test are the accurate determination of T1 and T0 ,
and the simple experimental set-up.
The in-situ determination of the transient temperature field in the specimens is,
however, difficult due to the transition of the specimen from the furnace to the quenching medium. Furthermore, the heat transfer coefficient h at the surface of the specimen
is unknown in case of a water quench. In the literature values ranging from h 150
W ·
K- 1 to h = 60000 W · m- 2 • K- 1 are reported due to the formation of a
boiling film at the surface. These uncertain boundary conditions complicate the exact .
calculation of the temperature fields.
Besides the configuration of the quenching of an unnotched bar, several other geometries and quenching conditions have been employed in the literature [1,4, 7,8]. Some
examples of these configurations are illustrated in Figure 8.2.

= D.T

-

(a) classical configuration.

(c) one-side quenching.

D.T

(b) minimising 3-D temperature gradients.

(d) one-side quenching with initia!
notch.

Figure 8.2 Several quenching configurations.
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The second thermal shock experiment which has become popular for characterising
the thermal shock response of ceramics, is the disk irradiation method [9]. In this
experiment thermal shock is generated by irradiating the centre of a circular disc with
balogen lamps or with lasers. The higher thermal expansion at the centre of the disk
causes tensile stresses at the edge of the disc, resulting in crack formation. Advantages
of this test are the short heating times which allows the measurement of thermal fatigue
effects, and the possibility for quantitative measurements of the transient temperatures.
For refractory ceramics the disk irradiation method is believed to be inappropriate
due to the requirement of small samples for this method. In ref. [9] the disks have a
diameter of 12 to 14 mm and a thickness of 0.3 to 0.7 mm. Such small samples are
not representative for the refractory ceramics, which have grain sizes up to 0.5 mm.
Upscaling the experiment is probably possible but the increase in thickness would
generate an undesired temperature gradient in the direction of the thickness of the
disk.
Despite the uncertain value for the heat transfer coefficient h and the lack of quantitative experimental temperature values, the traditional water quench experiment has
been chosen for the characterisation of the thermal shock response of the investigated
refractory ceramics. To prevent cooling from the sides of the bars, the bars were stacked
in a way similar to Figure 8.2b. This configuration results in a nearly two-dimensional
temperature field allowing a comparison of the experimental results with the results of
a two-dimensional thermo-mechanica! analysis.

8. 2

Experimental thermal shock results

The material Teoxit is subjected to the thermal shock water quench experiment as
described in the previous section. For each thermal shock t::.T, five unnotched bars
with dimensions L x d x b = 120 x 24 x 10 mm3, were stacked in a way similar to
Figure 8.2b. This stack was heated up slowly in a furnace to temperature T1 and then
dropped into water of room temperature. The transition from the furnace to the water
took approximately one second. After a sufficient amount of cooling the stack was
taken out of the water and dried in a stove for approximately 24 hours. The residual
bending strength was measured in a three-point bend test with a span of 100 mm. For
each sample the force-displacement curve was recorded.
The thermal shock response for Teoxit was measured in the thermal shock range of
0 °C< t::.T < 900 °C. Figure 8.3 displays some measured force-displacement curves for
bars subjected to different levels of thermal shock. The decrease in apparent stiffness
of the bars, due to the thermal shock cracks, can be clearly identified. The maximum
measured forces also decrease for increasing thermal shock conditions. In Figure 8.4
the decrease in the apparent Young's modulus E*, calculated from the deflection of the
bar, and the decrease in measured maximum loads Pmax is displayed as function of the
thermal shock severity t::..T. The decrease in residual strength of the bars subjected to
thermal shock shows a gradual decrease with increasing t::.T. This type of therm al shock
resistance is similar to the predicted response for stable crack propagation, according
to the work of Hasselman presented in chapter l.
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Measured force-displacement curves for different l::!..T for the material
Teoxit.
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8.3

Fracture modelling of thermal shock

For the numerical modelling of the water quench test, several assumptions are made.
No temperature gradients in the thickness of the bar are modelled resulting in a twodimensional temperature distrîbution. The thermal and mechanica! properties are
assumed temperature independent and crack growth does not infl.uence the temperature
distribution. Only one single crack is modelled in the centre of the bar. Although
multiple crack formation and damage growth may take place [4], the assumption is
made that the cracks are spaced widely apart so that interaction between them can
be neglected. Due to these restrictions an uncoupled thermo-roechanical analysis, in
which the teroperature field and the stress field do not internet, can be employed. With
an uncoupled analysis the temperature distributions can be determined independently
of the deformations and crack formation, and both can be calculated separately as
functions of time.
The consecutive steps required in such an uncoupled thermo-mechanica} approach
will be discussed in this section.
8.3.1

Transient temperatures

The transient temperature field T(x, y, t) in the bar must satisfy the general differential
equations according to Fourier [10]:

18T
a

(8.5)

at

with a the thermal diffusivity of the material and \7 2 the Laplacian operator which for
two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates is defined as:
(8.6)

The initial and boundary conditions of the bar subjected toa water quench are:

T
k oT

àn

at t

Ti
-h (Tb

To)

0,

at the surface for t > 0,

(8.7)

(8.8)

where n is the direction normal to the surface.
Although for simplified conditions many analytical solutions, providing useful insight into the behaviour of these systems, exist for equation (8.5), in genera} the use of
a numerical method is inevitable. This first-order differential equation can be solved
with the use of the Finite Element Method where spatial discretisation leads to the
following set of equations [11]:

Cà+Ka+f =0

(8.9)

where a represents the column with temperatures of the nodal points, C the heat
capacity matrix, K the thermal conductivity matrix and column f the heat flux vector.
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For the solution of the (nodal) temperature field according to equation (8.9), discretisation of the time domain is required. The time domain will be divided into finite
time increments l:it relating the conditions at tn to the conditions at time tn+l = tn + 6.t
through so-called recurrence relations. The objective is to obtain an approximation for
an+l given the (cakulated) situation at tn and the behaviour of the heat flux vector f
from tn to tn+l· The resulting time-step algorithm according to Zienkiewicz (11] is:
Un+l

= (C + 6.t(}K)- 1 [(C -

6.t(l - O)K)an - f n

(}(f n+l

f n)]
(8.10)

with (} the weighing parameter determining the ratio of implicit formulation (B
1)
versus explicit formulation (B = 0). The value of() influences the accuracy and stability
0.5 resulting in the Crankof the solution procedure. Successful choices are ()
Nicholson scheme, and B 2/3 resulting in the Galerkin scheme.

8.3.2

Thermo-fracture analysis

The calculated transient temperature fields in the specimen are usually inhomogeneous,
which results in a different amount of thermal expansion throughout the specimen.
These different thermal expansions produce stresses in the body of the specimen, the
so-called thermal stresses. These thermal stresses can be cakulated by substituting
the strains e 0 resulting from the thermal expansion as loading case in a regular FEM
analysis. The governing field equations yield:

V·u+f=O

(8.11)

with u the Cauchy stress tensor and f the body forces. For linear elastic material
behaviour, the relationship between the stresses and the strains equals:

u = H(e

eo)

(8.12)

with H the elasticity tensor and e 0 the initial strains due to the temperature changes.
For a two-dimensional plane stress situation the relevant components of this initial
strain column are:

éxxl
[: : =

e0 =

Ti)l

[a(T a(T ~ T1)

(8.13)

with T1 the initial temperature.
Spatial discretisation of equation (8.11) in terms of the FEM, yields the following
system of equations:
Ku

f=O

(8.14)

with K the system stiffness matrix, u a vector with the nodal displacements and f a
vector with the nodal forces. For thermal loading the effect of the initial strains are
substituted in column f:

f

=

j BTHeodV
v

(8.15)
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where Bis the strain-displacement matrix resulting from the FEM formulation [11].
To simulate crack formation due to the thermal loading, interface elements implementing the GEFC model are placed at the symmetry plane of the bar .. Due to the
tensile stresses at the surface of the bar resulting from the thermal loading, crack initiation and propagation will occur at the top and bottom of the bar. When after some
time the temperature in the bar becomes again homogeneous, the cracks will close.
The constitutive behaviour of the cracks during unloading and reloading, is presented
schematically in Figure 8.5. This constitutive unloading and reloading behaviour is
similar to the constitutive behaviour presented in chapter 2 for CDM based models.
Other choices for the unloading and reloading behaviour can also be made, hut are not
considered in this work.

loading, crack propagation

Figure 8.5 Constitutive behaviour for the GEFC interface element.

8.3.3

Fracture analysis

After a complete thermo-fracture analysis where the crack propagation is simulated
with the interface elements, the damage is retained in these interface elements. The
residual bending strength of the thermally shocked bar with damage in the interface
elements, can be calculated using a regular fracture analysis in which the bar is loaded
in three-point bending.
In a three-point bend test the top of the bar, where the load is applied, is in
compression. The interface elements in this compressive region contain damage as a
result of the thermal loading. For the constitutive behaviour of these interface element
in compression it is, however, assumed that the damage does not influence the linear
elastic compressive behaviour. lf, however, during the three-point bend test analysis
the crack propagates into the damage zone in the top of the bar, these interface elements
behave according to regular damaged interface elements.
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N umerical results

The thermo-( fracture )-mechanical analysis presented in the previous section has been
employed for the material Teoxit. Some typical results of the numerical modelling of
the water quench experiment will be presented in this section.

8.4.1

FEM modelling

Due to the symmetrie loading and boundary conditions only half of the bar with the
appropriate boundary conditions is modelled. The same finito element mesh consisting
of 448 eight-noded quadrilateral elements was employed for the transient temperature
calculation as for the (thermal) stress evaluation. The temperature- and displacement
fields used a (bi)quadratic interpolation of the nodal values.
For the determination of the transient temperature fields a Galerkin recurrence
scheme with e = 2/3 was employed for the time-stepping algorithm of equation (8.10).
The convective boundary condition of equation (8.8) is modelled using lumped nodal
thermal interface elements at the boundaries of the bar. The infiuence of the value of
the heat transfer coefficient h on the calculated maximum force will be illustrated later
on in this section.
For the thermo-fracture analysis and the regular fracture analysis only one single
crack is modelled using 28 six-noded quadratic interface elements which are placed at
the symmetry plane of the bar. The size of the interface elements becomes smaller
near the top and bottom of the bar in order to capture the high stress gradients near
the boundary. A
situation is assumed in the analysis.

8.4. 2

Transient temperature fields

The thermo-physical material properties of the material Teoxit, used in the thermal
analysis, are listed in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1 Thermo-physical properties for Teoxit.

coefficient of linear expansion
thermal conductivity, at 20 °C
specific heat, at 20 °C
density

symbol
a
k

value

Cp

1
2650

p

4.7
1.25

units
10-6K-1
W · m- 1. K- 1
kJ. kg- 1·
kg· m- 3

The influence of the heat transfer coefficient h on the calculated residual threepoint bending strength has been investigated. The residual force of a bar subjected
to a thermal shock of /j,,T = 566 °C is presented in Figure 8.6 as dependent upon the
value of h. In Figure 8.6 the main influence of h on the maximum force appears to be
in the range from h = 100 W · m- 2 . K- 1 to h = 5000 W ·
. For h = 100 W
· m- 2 • K- 1 there is almost no crack initiation due to the thermal shock, because the
calculated maximum force equals the maximum force for bars not subjected to thermal
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The infiuence of h upon the calculated residual force for a bar subjected to a thermal shock of llT = 566 °C.

shock. In the forthcoming analyses the value for the heat transfer coefficient h equals
104 W · m- 2 •
, which is believed to be an average value.
The calculated temperature fields in the quenched bar subjected toa thermal shock
of llT 900 °C, are visualised in Figure 8.7 fort= 10 s and t = 200 s.
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Temperature distributions for a quenched bar of Teoxit subjected to
a thermal shock of llT = 900 °C at two different times.

From Figure 8. 7 it is clear that after 10 seconds the temperature in the centre of the
bar still equals the initial temperature T1 . Because the temperature Tb of the boundaries already equals the temperature of the water (To = 25 °C), a large temperature
gradient exists which will cause high thermal stresses. At t = 200 s, the temperature in
the centre of the bar is decreased to approximately T = 200 °C, and the temperature
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profile is much more gradual than at t
10 s. The thermal stresses at t
substantially reduced and further crack propagation will not take place.

8.4.3

200 s are

Thermo-fracture analysis

The crack initiation and propagation as a result of the transient temperatures is calculated. The FC model and the GEFC model are both used for predicting the thermal
shock response of Teoxit. The material parameters used in this analysis are estimated
upon the complete range of measurements and are listed in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2

FC and GEFC parameters for Teoxit used in the thermo-fracture analysis.

Young's modulus
tensile strength
critica! crack opening
exponent
gradient length parameter

symbol
E

ft
Ucr

n
À

FC
23.7
4.6
0.62
18
0

GEFC
23.7
5.8

0.81
17
9

units
GPa
MPa
mm
mm

The deformations due tot the thermal loading, at the same loading and time conditions as the previously presented temperature fields are presented in Figure 8.8 according to the calculations with the GEFC model. In this figure the crack opening at
the symmetry plane is clearly visible. At t = 200 s, the cracks are unloading resulting
in a closure of the cracks.
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Deformed geometry with crack propagation for a quenched bar of
Teoxit subjected to a thermal shock of t::.T 900 °C, at t ""' 10 s and
t 200 s. Calculated with the GEFC model.

The development in time of the damage in the GEFC interface elements along the
symmetry plane for t:::..T = 400 °C and t::.T = 900 °C, is presented in Figure 8.9. The
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value of the damage D in this figure is defined as the ratio of the maximum achieved
value for the effective crack opening and the critical crack opening, D = ün(max)/ucr·
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Development in time of the damage along the symmetry plane of the
quenched bar for two different severities of thermal shock. Calculated
with the GEFC model.

In Figure 8.9 it can clearly be seen that the damage growth stops after about 40
seconds, resulting in the final thermal crack length.
8.4.4

Residual bending strength

The residual strength of the thermally shocked bar will be calculated according to
a three-point bend test. The damage present in the interface elements as a result
of the thermal loading will cause a reduction of the load carrying capacity of the
bar. In Figure 8.10 the calculated force-displacement curves according to the GEFC
model, fora bar subjected toa thermal shock of t::.T 400 °C and a thermal shock of
t::.T 900 °C are presented. The evolutions of the damage profiles along the symmetry
plane are illustrated in Figure 8.11 for increasing deformation. The initia! damage
profile equals the final damage profile caused by the thermal loading as presented in
Figure 8.9.
For a bar previously subjected to a thermal shock of D.T = 900 °C, the deformed
geometry and associated CTxx stresses at the maximum load are shown in Figure 8.12.
The crack tip and process zone can clearly be identified from the l7xx distribution.
8.4.5

Comparison of experimental and numerical thermal shock response

The three-point bending response of the thermally shocked bars made of Teoxit have
been calculated in the thermal shock range of t::.T = 0 900 °C. From the resulting
P- u curves, the residual strength and apparent Young's modulus can be derived. The
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model.
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112.7 N) loaded according to the three-point bend test with the associated <Txx stress
distribution. Calculated with the GEFC model.

predicted decrease of the apparent Young's modulus and the residual strength according
to the FC and GEFC model, are illustrated together with the experimentally obtained
response in Figure 8.13.
The dashed curve in Figure 8.13 indicates the predicted thermal shock resistance for
Teoxit using a simple maximum stress criterion (6.T0
ft/aE) resulting in unstable
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crack propagation, as would be appropriate for purely brittle materials.

8.5

Conclusions regarding thermal shock modelling

The GEFC model predicts amore brittle thermal shock response compared with the
FC model. Although both models predict approximately the same bending strength for
bars not subjected to thermal shock (L'::!..T 0 °C), the decrease of the residual bending
strength is more pronounced for the GEFC model. This response of the GEFC model
is in good agreement with the experimental response but the numerical values are lower
than the experimental ones. This difference may be due to the fact that the process
of crack initiation in these unnotched bars is not described in a correct manner. The
parameters of the GEFC model were mainly estimated from the results of notched
specimens. Notched specimens were not employed in the water quench experiment for
two reasons: the uncertain thermal boundary conditions in the notch and the switching
of the crack loading condition from tension to compression depending on the type of
thermal shock test.
The difference between the numerical and experimental apparent Young's modulus
E* in Figure 8.13a is striking. The measured Young's modulus E (!lT 0 °C) from
the defiection of the bar in three-point bending is lower than the Young's modulus
as determined in chapter 4 and subsequently used in the numerical analysis. If this
difference is not caused by experimental errors, for example the use of displacement
transducers with a low accuracy compared to the defiections, the question rises whether
the Young's modulus is perhaps size dependent. The use of a lower value for the Young's
modulus in the numerical analysis will decrease the thermal shock severity because the
thermal stresses are proportional with the Young's modulus.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the material parameters are assumed to be
independent of the temperature. A temperature dependency of the (thermal) material
parameters will infiuence the predicted residual force. The choice in the numerical
modelling for the value of the heat transfer coefficient h is perhaps to high. A lower
value for h will reduce the thermal shock severity (see Figure 8.6). A further analysis
of the illustrated differences is, however, required.
From the comparison of the numerical predictions with the experimental obtained
response, it can be concluded that the employment of the GEFC model gives a better
description of the thermal sh,ock resistance than previous models. A more thorough
analysis using a more controllable experiment should be made in order to explain the
measured differences.
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Concluding remarks and
outline for future work

In this thesis the modelling of fracture in quasi-brittle refractory ceramics is investigated. The aim of the present research has been formulated in chapter 1: to combine
a numerical fracture model capable of describing the observed quasi-brittle crack initiation and propagation with the therrnal loading present during the application of kiln
furniture. In this work refractory ceramics were chosen, as in use for various types of
kiln furniture.

9.1

Conclusions

The microstructure of the materials has been characterised on meso-level. Due to the
heterogeneity and high level of porosity in the materials, the preparation of useful
samples is difficult. The most promising results were obtained with the petrographic
technique which makes the distinction between the different phases, present in the material, possible. The microstructure of the materials consisted of large grains embedded
in a matrix with much smaller grains and pores.
To investigate the mode Ifracture behaviour of the refractory ceramics chosen, two
types of experiments were used: the SENB and the WOL geometry. The use of both
geometries allowed a large range in specimen size to be evaluated. The experimental
results indicate a quasi-brittle fracture response with stable crack propagation in most
geometries. The apparent fracture toughness values calculated from the peak loads are
geometry dependent, rendering Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics invalid. The measurement of the P - GMOD curves proved to be a reliable method of comparing the
different geometries and materials. The infiuence of humidity on the crack propagation
was demonstrated. In the normal humidity range this inftuence was, however, negligible. The effect of the thickness of the specimens on the crack propagation is limited,
justifying two-dimensional modelling.
The two experimental methods employed for the visualisation of the process of crack
initiation and propagation, the ESEM and the speckle map technique, indicated that a
discrete, localised crack is formed with crack bridges in the wake of the crack tip. The
analysis with the speckle map technique showed that the crack is already present at a
load significantly lower than the peak laad. From the results obtained with the ESEM
it can be concluded that in particular the large grains contribute to crack bridging.
The FC, ALCDM, NLCDM and GECDM numerical fracture models were compared
with respect to the prediction of the size effect in nominal strength. This comparison
showed a deviation of the results of the NLCDM and GECDM models from the results
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of the two other models. The effect of size on the nominal strength predicted with the
NLCDM and GECDM models is more pronounced than the LEFM size effect. This is
in contrast with the experimental results which show a size effect less pronounced than
LEFM size effect. The FC and ALCDM models assume a localised crack and predict
a size effect similar to the experimental one.
The numerical P - CMOD curves obtained with the FC model show a very good
resemblance with the experimental curves when the analysis is restricted to one geometry. However, due to the measured dependency of the fracture energy the predicted
response of differently sized specimens deviates from the experimental response. The
FC model cannot describe the experimentally observed dependency of the fracture
energy because the fracture energy in the FC model is a material constant.
The formulation of FC model has been modified in order to predict the measured
size dependency of the fracture energy by including both the crack opening and the local
rotations of the crack faces in the constitutive model. The predicted dependency of the
fracture energy using the resulting GEFC model equals the measured dependency. The
experimental results of the complete set of geometries, in particular the peak loads,
can be described with the GEFC model within an error margin of 10 percent. The
measured and predicted P - CMOD curves of the WOL and SENB geometry show a
very good agreement.
A correlation between the microstructural measures of the investigated materials
and the value for the nonlocal parameter appearing in the GEFC model, is difficult
to find with the results of present investigation. The obtained range for the nonlocal
parameter is small and dependent upon the parameter estimation procedure. A valid
investigation into the correlation will require the use of materials with the same chemical composition since the nonlocal material parameter will not only depend on the
average grain size but also, for example, on the adhesion at the grain boundaries.
An experimental and numerical study has been conducted into the phenomena of
thermal shock resistance. The measured residual bending strength with increasing
thermal shock severity shows a gradual decrease. This type of decrease is associated
with stable crack propagation which is typical for thermal shock resistant materials.
With a simple maximum strength criterion which describes unstable crack propagation,
this response cannot be predicted. The thermal shock response predicted with the
G EFC model shows a more pronounced decrease as the response according to the FC
model. The GEFC response is in good agreement with the measured response, this in
contrast to the prediction made with the FC model. The introduction of the nonlocal
parameter results in a better description of the observed response.
With the presented method a more reliable estimate of the service life of the kiln
furniture components can be made. The infl.uence of the material parameters upon the
thermal shock resistance can be investigated with the GEFC model. This knowledge
can indicate a possible direction for the improvement of the refractory ceramics with
regard to the thermal shock resistance.

9.2

Outline for future work

From the discussion in the previous section it is straightforward to propose the following
analyses to further substantiate the value of the presented work:
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• With the presented method for the quantification of the GEFC model parameters,
it is possible that several combinations of the parameters, due to the correlation
of the parameters, result in approximately the same residual squares sum. For
the quantification of the GEFC model parameters, a discriminating experiment
with respect to one of the parameters should be performed. The tensile strength
could, for example, be determined using a direct one-dimensional tensile test.
The employment of a tensile test for quasi-brittle materials is, however, difficult
due to the requirement of proper alignment of the test specimen.
• The Young's modulus calculated from the deflection of the beam subjected to
three-point bending in chapter 8, was substantially lower than the values obtained
chapter 4. The phenomenon should be further investigated. In order to obtain
a reliable measurement it is recommended to visualise the complete deformation
of the beam. The ESPI technique or the Hentschel system could be employed for
this purpose.

in

• For a complete investigation into the correlation of the numerical modelling and
experimental crack propagation, the observation of the deformation and crack
formation with the ESPI method is highly recommended. Both crack initiation
and propagation phenomena can be investigated with this technique. The status
of the ESPI technique during the present research was unfortunately not reliable
enough to conduct such an investigation.
• The numerical as well as the experimental work regarding the thermal shock
resistance of the materials should be extended. A controllable thermal shock
experiment where the temperature profile is measured should be conducted. An
example of such an experiment is the heating up of an actual refractory plate in
a kiln. Due to the large dimensions of such a plate the use of more moderate
temperature changes will be sufficient for thermal crack initiation. In case of
the numerical modelling, the introduction of temperature-dependent material
properties is necessary. The comparison of the experimental results and the
numerical results of such an experiment will provide a valid indication of the
usability of the GEFC model in the application area.
As a significant extension of the presented work, several possibilities exist:
• The presented work was restricted to mode I crack propagation in relative simple
geometries. For a more general implementation it should be possible to predict
crack propagation in arbitrary geometries with more complex loading conditions.
Even if the restriction to two-dimensional modelling is made, this would require a
remeshing algorithm combined with constitutive equations for mixed mode crack
propagation. In order to avoid expensive remeshing, the implementation of the
GEFC model in CDM based methods could be very lucrative. The combination
of both models where CDM describes the crack initiation and the GEFC model
describes the crack propagation, is worth investigating.
• In order to investigate the correlation between microstructural measures and the
nonlocal GEFC parameter À, the employment of a model material is favourable.
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With a model material the microstructural measures can be modified without
inftuencing the chemical composition of the material. The obtained results can
give a more reliable indication for the improvement of the refractory ceramics
with respect to the thermal shock resistance.
• In practice most kiln furniture components only fail after a number of temperature cycles. For a analysis of this problem, fatigue or multiple loading should
be taken into account. The unloading and reloading constitutive relationships of
the GEFC model become important in that case. The combination of the thermal shock resistance with environmentally controlled phenomena, such as creep,
oxidation and corrosion, is also necessary in order to predict the actual life time
of kiln furniture.
The presented work describes the modelling of the service life of kiln furniture using
a combined experimental and numerical approach. As indicated in this chapter, for the
actual application of the presented method there is still work to be done, especially regarding the correlation of the numerical model with the microstructure of the material.
A numerical model which is able to predict the crack propagation, and incorporates
the microstructural characteristics in a correct way, can give an indication for optimisation of the microstructure of the materials and the geometry of the kiln furniture
components. Such an approach is difficult to perform and will require ingenuity in
order to be successful. However, for a systematic improvement of kiln furniture such
an approach is a prerequisite.

Summary
This thesis deals with the modelling of fracture in quasi-brittle refractory ceramics
which are employed as kiln furniture. In chapter 1 a short overview has been given of
the present state in the field of thermal shock modelling. It was concluded that a va.lid
and useful method for predicting the thermal shock resistance of actual kiln furniture
components does not exist yet. This lead to the specific goal of the present research: to
formulate and validate a numerical fracture model capable of describing the observed
quasi-brittle crack initiation and propagation in the kiln furniture.
The microstructure of the rnaterials was characterised in chapter 4 which indicated
the existence of large grains in a matrix of smaller grains and pores. To investigate
the mode I fracture behaviour of the refractory ceramics two type of experiments were
set-up: the SENB and the WOL geometry. The experimental results indicated a quasibrittle fracture response with stable crack propagation. A number of experimental
methods has been employed in order to visualise the process of crack initiation and
propagation. These methods ievealed the existence of crack bridges in a discrete,
localised crack which already exists at a load prior to the peak load. An important
experimental result is the measured size effect of the fracture energy for the materials
investigated which is usually believed to be a material property.
A number of numerical fracture models capable of describing brittle and quasibrittle crack propagation were discussed in chapter 2. In chapter 5 these models were
compared with respect to their ability to describe the experimentally observed size
effect in nominal strength. Only the fracture models describing localised fracture could
predict the observed size effect. The Fictitious Crack model was further evaluated in
chapter 6 by fitting this model on the experimental force-displacement curves with
the use of a least-squares minimisation procedure. In order to include a material
length parameter and to capture the measured dependency of the fracture energy, the
Gradient Enhanced Fictitious Crack model was developed which incorporates local
displacements and rotations at the crack faces. In chapter 7 it was shown that the size
dependency of the fracture energy predicted with the GEFC model is very similar to
the measured dependency. After fitting the GEFC model on the experimental results
the difference between the experimental and numerical results was within 10 % for the
materials investigated. A correlation of the material length parameter in the GEFC
model with a characteristic measure of the microstructure of the materials was diffi.cult
to find due to the small di:fferences in the microstructure of materials investigated.
A nurnerical and experimental study into the phenomena of thermal shock has been
conducted in chapter 8. The residual bending strength, of thermally shocked bars was
predicted with the GEFC model by employing a thermo-mechanical analysis. The
experimental and numerical results both showed a gradual decrease of the residual
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strength with increasing thermal shock, indicating that qualitative good agreement
between the experimental and numerical results was obtained.

Samenvatting
In dit proefschrift wordt het modelleren van breuk in semi-brosse refractaire keramische
materialen welke gebruikt worden als oven ondersteuningsprodukten behandeld. In
hoofdstuk 1 is een kort overzicht gegeven van de huidige stand in het modelleren van
'thermal shock'. Hieruit is geconcludeerd dat een bruikbare en geldige methode voor
het voorspellen van de weerstand tegen 'thermal shock' nog niet bestaat. Dit leidde
tot het doel van het huidige onderzoek: het formuleren en valideren van een numeriek
breukmodel dat het waargenomen semi-brosse scheurinitiatie en -voortplanting gedrag
in de oven-ondersteuningsprodukten kan beschrijven.
De microstruktuur van de materialen is gekarakteriseerd in hoofdstuk 4 en bestond
uit grote korrels in een matrix van kleine korrels en poriën. Voor het onderzoeken
van het mode 1 scheurgedrag van de refractaire materialen zijn twee mode I experimenten opgesteld: de SENB en de WOL geometrie. De experimentele resultaten
duidden op een semi-brosse breuk gedrag met stabiele scheurvoortplanting. Een aantal
experimentele methoden zijn gebruikt om het scheurinitiatie en -voortplanting gedrag
te visualiseren. Deze experimenten lieten de aanwezigheid van 'crack bridges' zien in
een gelokaliseerde scheur die al aanwezig is bij een lagere belasting dan de maximale
belasting. Een belangrijk experimenteel resultaat is de gemeten afhankelijkheid van de
breukenergie voor de onderzochte materialen. In het algemeen wordt de breukenergie
als een materiaalconstante verondersteld.
Een aantal numerieke breukmodellen voor het beschrijven van brosse en semibrosse breuk zijn besproken in hoofdstuk 2. In hoofdstuk 5 zijn deze, modellen met
elkaar vergeleken waarbij de mogelijkheid om de experimenteel waargenomen afhankelijkheid van de proefstukgrootte op de nominale sterkte te beschrijven centraal stond.
Alleen de modellen die uitgingen van gelokaliseerde schade konden deze afhankelijkheid beschrijven. Het 'Fictitious Crack' model is verder onderzocht door dit model
te fitten op de experimentele kracht-verplaatsing krommen via een kleinste-kwadraten
minimaliseringsmethode. Om een materiaal lengte parameter te introduceren en de
gemeten afhankelijkheid van de breukenergie te kunnen beschrijven is het 'Gradient
Enhanced Fictitious Crack' model ontwikkeld dat lokale verplaatsingen en rotaties van
de scheurvlakken meeneemt. In hoofdstuk 7 is aangetoond dat de afhankelijkheid van
de breukenergie voorspeld met het GEFC model goed overeenkomt met de gemeten
afhankelijkheid. Na het fitten van het GEFC model op de experimentele resultaten
was het verschil tussen de numerieke en experimentele resultaten kleiner dan 10 %
voor de onderzochte materialen. Het bestaan van een correlatie tussen de materiaal
lengteparameter in het GEFC model en êen karakteristieke lengtemaat van de microstruktuur was moeilijk aan te tonen doordat de verschillen in de microstruktuur
van de onderzochte materialen te klein waren.
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Een numeriek en experimenteel onderzoek naar het verschijnsel van 'thermal shock'
is uitgevoerd in hoofdstuk 8. De residuele buigsterkte van de aan 'thermal shock'
blootgestelde balkjes was voorspeld met het GEFC model door gebruik te maken van
een thermo-mechanische analyse. De experimentele en numerieke resultaten vertonen
een kwalitatief goede overeenkomst met een geleidelijke afname in residuele sterkte bij
toenemende mate van 'thermal shock'.
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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift

Quasi-Brittle Fracture of Ceramics
van Marcel van Gils

1. Voor het beschrijven van de thermoshockbestendigheid van materialen
is gecombineerd experimenteel en numeriek onderzoek nodig, waarbij
modellering van het (niet-lineaire) breukgedrag een vereiste is.
• B. Cotterell, S.W. Ong, and C. Qin. Thermal shock and size effect in
castable refractories. J. Am. Ceram. Soc., 78(8):2056-2064, 1995.
• Dit proefschrift. Hoofdstuk 1.

2. Het gebruik van spanningsintensiteitsfactoren voor het beschrijven van
het semi-brosse breukgedrag van materialen met een grote proceszone
is niet toelaatbaar.
• Dit proefschrift.
3. Bij proefstukken die relatief klein zijn t.o.v. de karakteristieke maat

van de microstruktuur is de breukenergie, zoals gemeten met de 'Workof-Fracture' methode, afhankelijk van de grootte van het proefstuk.
• F.H. Wittmann, H. Mihasi and N. Nomura. Size effect on fracture
energy of concrete. Eng. Fract. Mech., 35(1/2/3):107-115, 1990.
• Dit proefschrift. Hoofdstuk 6.

4. De correlatie tussen de lengteparameter die voorkomt in het GEFC

model en een representatieve lengtemaat van de microstruktuur kan
alleen onderzocht worden door gebruik te maken van een modelmateriaal.
• Dit proefschrift. Hoofdstuk 7.

5. Numerieke modellen moeten altijd getoetst worden door vergelijking
met meerdere experimentele waarnemingen. In het bijzonder kan een
breukmodel niet aan de hand van de experimentele resultaten van één
geometrie gevalideerd worden.

6. De neiging van onderzoekers om het eigen kamp te verdedigen verhindert vaak de samenwerking die vereist is voor interdisciplinair onderzoek.
7. De druk om vernieuwende onderzoeksresultaten te publiceren zorgt ervoor dat bestaande theorieën te weinig worden onderzocht en dat mislukte modelleerpogingen zelden worden vermeld.
8. Het vergrijzen van de bevolking zal leiden tot een nieuwe generatie van
hoogopgeleide gastarbeiders.
9. In commerciële computerprogramma's zijn fouten aanwezig om ervoor
te zorgen dat er nieuwe, meer betrouwbare versies aangeschaft blijven
worden.
10. Een verenigd Europa zal leiden tot een verhoogd nationalisme.
ll. Arbeid en warmte, die in sportscholen worden opgewekt, zouden nuttig
ingezet moeten worden bij energiebesparing.

Marcel van Gils
Eindhoven, 17juni 1997

